PSYCHOLOCY DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES
GRADUATE, POST-DOCTORATE PROGRAMS
t of a doctoral program in psychology has been announced by Dr. John S. Toll. The
Dev
program, which has been registered with the State Education Department, will enroll its first graduate
students next fall.

Kalinsky, Nack Vie
For Treasury Post

This will; ethe seventh of the University's departments to develop a doctoral program. Three other
departments have master's degree programs. By 1970, it is expected that all present 21 University departments in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and engineering will have programs leading to
the
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1IPsychology

will have its own 73,000-squarefoot wing in the new Social Sciences Building. Tfie thre-story
section will provide extensive
space for psychological services
and undergraduate, graduate and
faculty research laboratories and
suites.
"In terms of program, students,
faculty and facilities, we will
eventually have one of the major
psychology departments in' the
country," said Harry I. Kalish,
Peter

Department Chairman.

Professor Kalish has also announced the appointment of Dr.
Lewis Petrinovich as Director of
Graduate Studies for the department and Dr. Leonard Krasner
as Director of Clinical Training.
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\;ack. lItt, iind i!--i Ksalinsky

The election of the Polity treasurer is fast approaching. On Wednesday, February 23, at eight
o'clock, the two candidates, sophomores Ira Kalinsky and Peter
Nack will state their platforms in
G cafeteria. The candidates hope
to clarify their positions on certain current nebulous issues.
and Nack isMRSrs. Kalinsky
sued a joint statement: "This
election is a particularly important one. Theexecutive -committee actions have been hampered
by a tendency towards factionalism. The treasurer, in this- situation, can hold a decisive vote in
swaying the outcome of important issues""'Mr. Nack and Mr.
Xa~ky also agree: "rhe ind-
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Dresden To Lecture
At Florida Atlantic U.
Dresden, of
Professor Max
the Department of Physics of the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook, iong Island, New
York, will serve as a visiting
lecturer at Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida,
Thursday and Friday, February
24 and 25.
He will visit the auspices of
of
the American Association
Physics Teachers and the American
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LAWER WINS KENNEDY INTERNSHIP
Neil Lawer, a junior political
science major has won the opportunity to join the Washington offices staff of Junior Senator Robert F. Kennedy D.- N.Y. for one
week as a legislative intern. He

won the first such appointment
ever offered at Stony Brook. The
plan, under Senator Kennedy's
auspices, consists of giving oneweek appointments in his offices
to students from such notable
Univeritie as Brown and Dartmouth.
Mr. Lawer was chosen from
among the eligible juniors and
seniors by a selection committee
consisting of Dean Fowler, Dr.
Bernard Semmel -(History Department), and Mr. Merton L.
Reichler (Political Science Deeach
ets
partment).
submtte a letter to the conuitwhy he wanted to
tee exling
win the opportinity and were selected on the basis of their record and that letter.

of Physics as part

of a nationwide program to stimulate interest in physics. The program is now .in its ninth year.
and is supported by the National
Science Foundation.
The American Association of
Physics Teachers is one of theseven member societies of the
American Institute of- Physics.
Other member societies are: The
American Physical Society, Otcal Society of America, Acoustical Society of America, the Society of Rheology, American
Crystallographic Association, and
the American Astronomical Society.
Professor Dresden will gi*
lectures, hold informal meetings
with students and assist faculty
members with cirricului and reProAess r
pIoems.
search
Clyde R. Burnett, Chairman of
the Florida Atlantic University
Department of Physics, is in
ts for Procharge of arra

V.

Junior Neil Lawer
INTERVIEWING

Isaluable Experiefce
Because be is a political science major and intends to go to
law school, Mr. Lawer feels that
his appointment is an "invaluable
opportunity to gain .first hand
knowledge of the inner workings
of a Senate office."
Neil is the secretary of the
Judo Club, is on the G Quad judiciary, is on Dean's list and is a
member of the Foreign Relations
Club and Pre-Law Club. He intends to practice or teach law
after he graduates from law
school.

CANDIDATES.

Representatives from Plainview
-Old Bethpage Public Schools
(Central School District No. 4)
will be interviewing candidates
for teaching positions in all subject fields, for September 1906, at
the office of the Department of
Education (Hum. 318) on February 24, 1966, beginning at 10:00
A.M.
All . candidates interested in
meeting the above representatives should contact Mr. Seifman
of the Education Department by
February 17 at this phone extension: 6732.

Mr. Lawer will be in Washington from March 7-12. Yhe Univer-

sity will pay for his transportation and living expenses for the
week. He will meet with Senator
Kennedy, attend committee hearings or floor debates and spend
some time in component parts of
the Senator's office.

Admissions Guies Needed
This semer, the Admissions
Office will continue to extend
tam

to visiting high school stu-

dents and their parents. An organizational meeting to map out
a new schedule for this semester
will be held in the lobby of the
Admissions Office on Thursday
evening, February 24, at 7:00.
Those unable to attend should inform the office by phone of their
willingness to work again this
seetr

where still remains a number
of openings for students who wish
to volunteer their time to give
tours. The purpose of the program is to familiarize the prospective student with our campus and to bring him into an informal situation where he can
freely ask as many questions as
he might have about the University. An hour a week is requed
of each guide.

tative-of-the people, student
ernment."

gov-

The voting will be held, Thursday February 24, from eight-thirty A.M. to 6 P.M., in the gymum
lobby.
The editors urge all of the
members of the student body to
vote for the candidate of his
choice.

6-Dormy hudiay
Hears Cses,
Sets Precedes
Seveal cases, some of which
were heard, bas
ej by
odi
a

set
week

G Dormitory The finst
d by Madlyn Glazer,
was re
Chairman of the G-North Judiciary

who conducted the hearing

in the EFG lounge of that dormitory on Tuesday, February 15
at 8 P.M.Curfew Cvae
The defendant, who

shall be

referred to here as Miss X (according to established policy followed by the universit's judicial
bodies in cases where the defendent is found guilty of the
charges presented), was found
guilty of breaking the women's
weekday curfew. The only witness in the case, menws Resident
Assistant Thomas Curran, testified that he found Miss X in -the .
ABC lounge of G Dormitory at
3 A.M. on Tuesday, December 14.
Her penalty for this violation
has been set at two week-ends of
restrictive
a
"qampusing";
measure which obliges the penalized individual to remain on the
EFG side of G between the hours
of 7:30 P.M. and 6:30 A.M. In
addition, she must sign in at the
mail room every hour until she
retires, and she may not remain
in any public areas including the
lounge and television room.
P

i
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More than simply e ig
decision in this particular case,
the G-North Judiciary also enunContinued on Page 7
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Javits Torw: A Commentary
For AL Iaysis of Swk laits slasch, see page 6
By

but
Now rm no RWel
I could
when th saw- dm
ad.
tW_
join the Javits
write up the story, I was willing
to tear up my membership card
in the A.D.A. Well I got all
snazzied up and' waded over to
the HuPanities parking kt where
I joined a wekcoming coithsee
composed of President Toll, Dean
in, and Pa Cohen.
Irvine, Ed
We waited about twenty minutes,
in and out o( the down-poyr until
a Brookhen Atomic Ergy
P

i

sao

the seior
wagon finaly deed
senaor from New York on our
muddy campus.
Senator Javits began -a ceaseless barrage of questions about
the State University in general,
our campus, faculty, students, facilities, policies, and hopes. The
senator, who will be up for reelection in 1968, unless he retires
or runs for vice-president, never
missed an opportunity to greet
students, teachers, and custodial
engineers. In the Faculty Lounge
of the Humanities Building, the
ad-Imi.sMraion held a itation
for the senator and his retinue,
which could not be called by me
at least, a '*nis" affair. Now
there is nothing inheent in a
scietist that makes him interior
to sociologists, economists, political scientists, anthropologists,
artists, musicians, or anyone else
engaged in disciplines unrelated
ankind", nor is
to "advancing
it necessarily true that most scientists cannot converse . intelligently with more "ignorant"
layman. All I want to point out
is that perhaps some nmre of
our humanists might have had
the consideration to show up and
resue the biologists, psychologists, chemists, physicists, en- and the senator. The
gin
fault lies not with the scientists,
for Dr. Tell invited all department
heads, but with those we'd expect
would most readily accept an invitation to chat with a U. S.
Senator. In any case I doubt if
Mind
Heve
Senator Javits EdM

The following c
ing in their respective
ciunulative averages.

l I come from bubble only costs .uit kAv.
AVs »fi

In any case, we proceeded to
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Sekrity and Police Called
The janitors immediately called the campus security police,
who subsequently notified the
Suffolk County police. The latter
examined the door for fingerprints and are continuing to in.
vestigate the incident.
Although there is ample reason
to believe that the person(s) involved actually did get into the
store, an immediate and rather
thorough check of the store's inventory and other valuable properties by its diretor, Mrs. Dor.
othy Keresy, and her staff revealed that nothing had been
stolen or distrbed in any way.
regular busThe suore s e
iness operation on Monday until
10;30 AXM while this check was
goQng OB
Damnge Neg
Mr. Charles H. Wood, the University's Plant Superintendent,
said that awlthoug the door was
-flI

Reveals
.Saga S
Student Prefeces
The Saga Food Service has announwed that the results of its
recent hood Preference Survey
have just been received from the
home office.
Mr. Chub Kutneri manager of
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the Biology Building, a chemistry lab, and the physics bubble
expertanent room. Obviously "impressed" by all that was going on
around him, Senator Javits politely declined an offer to witness a
demonstration of the disection of
a bull-frog. With an eager and
ever curious mind, Senator Javits
inquired about the usefulness of
all the experiments we saw, and
Dr. T1l dazzled him with a scientific precis, albeit somewhat
wish seemed to
"modified",
have a quieting effeet.
Our attempt to quench the Senator's scientific thirst certainly
must have been a great success
sine he was heard to mEmble
"very impressive" after each litito me reaIlio CKiun
He
perimental sciex. Finaey we
ended up in fi*t of the protest
line where Dr. IoHi, in the finest
humanist tradition, stated that at
"Stony Brook we tend to be quite
permissive about these things.""

giving up the chance to have a
quick meaningless look at anodebedecked cats, wired cockroaches,
and pictures of $8,000 physics
bubbles in order to meet and
speak with more members of the
faculty and student body, particularly those who would have had
more to say than "I voted for
you." But perhaps we were just
trying to broaden his horizns.

Bookstore Burglary Attempt:
One or more unknown persons
illegally broke into the Campus
between
sometine
Bookstore
midnight, Saturday, February 12,
and- 7 A.ML, Monay, February
14. Janitors reporting for wor at
the later time discovered that
both of the Bookstore's metal
doors had been tampered with
and that the back door which
leads into the store's abbreviated
stock room, had actually been
lifted off its hinges and left standing ajar. The store is located on
the middle level of the Gymnasium.
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roast.
Another survey, this time a
Fod Acceptance Survey will be
take* during the niddle of

removed and the lock broken, the
monetary value of the damage is
almost negligible.
This was the thid, and only
successful, attempt to break into
the Bookstore in its three and
one-half year history on this campus. After the second attempt,
which took place earlier this
year, a padlock-and-lock combination were put on the door which
was removed in the latest incident. The store's front door is secured with a large metal bar.
Wider Security Urged
Mrs. Keresy's reaction to the
affair has been to suggest various methods of increasing the
store's after-hours security. Devices being considered include: a
burglar alarm system connected
directly with the office of the security police, sliding gates to be
placed outside the regular doors
of the store, padlocked bars on
the outside of the store's doors
and an alarm system with a bell
on the outside of the Gymnasium. Mrs. Keresy, in speaking
with the Statesman, suggested
that these types of security apparatus be intceded « the construation of the new Campus
Bookstore to be located in the
planned Student Union Building.

O.EX.. Requests Neip
In Tutoring Students
desperately
are
Volunteers
needed to tutor eementary and
secondary school pupils in RIVERHEAD, MIDDLE ISLAND
and the SaxRL9Y-KASTfC-MORICHES AREAS. All of these
towns have ben deigated as
severe need areas by the OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY.
A large percentage of students
in these areas are chronia underachievers. Without your help, it
is unlikely that the majority of
these stdlents will experience
es.
emsu
of
any typ ef
Since they are in no posifion to
these
pay for this assine
s will bescholastic deicie
Hlf
o e acute.
come pogssy
n
and are
T1h subjects mt m
ENG SH,
A
MATH, R£AMfC,
SCIENCE and SOCIAL STUDIES.
The tutoring in Riverhead will
take place on weekday afternoons
and in the Shirley-Mastic-Moreings.
mi
iches ai
TRANSPORTATq
PROVDEDM.

N WRLL BE

It would be appreiated if siudents who are interesed would
... or visit Room
call 6 6
67 of the Gym for further infor
mation.

March. The first ceptae urvey, tae much earlier in the but to use it in the true ligft in
Saga to dmine whkA it ws
yea, e
Mr. Ku4d.
Mr. Kut- ner strsd Abe i
its aorf of we
e
and
ner feels that definite improveeVt
au'n if
y of
and
there
been
made
ments have
Saga is to be aMe to Miue to
is "more to come". Student co- iprqve.
operation was good in the past
(75 per t) remarked Mr. Kutner, and ^t is hoped to be even
better oh the next one.

Sao

wants students not ondy to participate in this upcoming survey,

Saga has aked the student
body te please retuM any silverware they may have taken into
their rooms, as thi is the Bad
cause of the sfiverware shortage.
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This will be

- Abuquerque, N.M - (I.P.) Studiff p
I
admin is
* taive- htleel
decision-making
commenced recently at the Uni.
versity of New Mexico. A special
committee of Student Council
now meets monthly with University President Tom Popejoy and
other administration officials to
discuss up-coming decisions.
At the monthly meetings, the
student committee members are
briefed by administration on the
top administrative decisions being considered. Students have the
opportunity to ask questions on
administrative
problems
and
make suggestions concerning the
student point of view.
"Although students have some
power to regulate affairs of the
Associated Students, they are left
out in the cold when major decisions affecting the university as
a whole are made," commented
Carrol Cagle, author of the proposal and a councilman.
He noted that the proposal had
been well received by Dean of
Students Harold Lavender. He also stated that Student Council
had stipulated that the ConstituCommittee intional Revision
clude the special committee within the framework of student government, when and if revisions
are made in the Associated Students Constitution.
Cambridge, Mass. - (I.P.) To
encourage imaginative teaching,
a Harvard committee of senior
faculty members proposes new
incentives for faculty members

No Car? Take The Bus
As of January 1X, QuI's Bus
Lines bega servicing ther new
franchise. The service started as
a result of the petition sponsored
last year by Jim Lane to have
the Port Jefferson to Smithtown
bus route make a stop at the University.
lie new servie goes from the
oing Cter
Port Jefferson
to commack Corners (where
Keins and Gimbels are located.).
A schedule WM be posed Shortly
f eas dowm, and wfil be given
rib -t-oen request.
out by bw
MM gree 4oram bus stops in
front of G dorm by the blue bus
sigp and waits here about 5-10
.iRieS.Ia

-9sbqps

at te

cir-'

who devise and lea.h
these
course addrewsed to non-specialists as wel as for the students
who take them.

The committee's report, sub.
jeet of extensive faculty discussion during the past year, states,.
"the tradition of the l}ibeal arts
was never more needed than
now. The prospect of a society.
of specialists, each intenselyaproficient in his own technically defined area, but each intensely aware of his relationship to other.
specialists or to society at large,
strikes us as repugnant in the
extreme."
The function of General Education at Harvard, the committee explained, is different from
"concentration,"
a
student's
which gives him "'a special competence and a sense of mastery
over some particular area and
method of knowledge."
General Education "is conMerned with the student as an individual, ensuring that he has a
balanced grasp of the different
areas and methods of knowledge," the committee's report
continued. "It is concerned with
the student as a citizen, conveying to him the broad historical
but also technical materials he
needs to become a more informed member of society.
"It is even conerned with the
student as a specialist in the.
sense that it should endeavor to,
give him a sense of the relationship of his specialization to the
general range of human knowledge."
To assure the central role of
General Education in Harvard
college, the report calls for a
powerful "working" Committee
on General Education. It wouldbe "a major instrument by which
the College insures that all itsstudents can experience the unremitting and disciplined search
for knowledge that goes on outside their chosen fields."
It would oversee all non-departmtdl issues In Om College: -not
_ tyt also
only General E
ore
Advanced
adding? S
Semias,
Freshma
Staning,
language requirements,
foreig
and the like.-
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Projects during the spring vacation.
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the last

8) Pamela Britton ("Blondie on
TV)
the last time y :tried to make
9) Barry Nelson and Joannaulup ten Trivia qtions a week?
field (stars of "My Favorite Hus3) Fewer and fewer entries. ML
band")
ter this week, a live oral and
10) Beagle Boys (Scrooge's adwritten playoff will be held in
versaries)
JS lounge (date and time to be This Week's Questions:
will
announced). This contest
A
Campus!
1) Identify: (Hint: they all
I read i "the ' brig together the top five cont
la Suday
Just
common)
something in
have
New York Times"(FebruFr 1i;, testants, each of whom will be
(1/2 each) a) Jay Garrick b)
the allowed to brig one "expert" for
now "in
1986) that trees are
Corrigan c? Steve -Rogers
vogue, It MAare to be ofb 4prim- consuitaton. The top ten contend- Jim
nning and ers after TRIVIA VI are: Gold- d) Alan Scott
p
ary conern" in
2) Describe briefly how Robin
ildigs stein (76 1/4); Moom's Men *65
construction of the new
career
basketball
Freeman's
Untilnow ,part of 1/2); G-A2 (53 3/4); Fischer's
on campus.
(2)
an
end.
to
came
been
has
campus
acre
85Q
our
Raiders (51 3/4); Komreich (47
3) Who hosted Jukebox Jury?
construction of 3/4; Golden Boys (36 3/4); Hmarred by the
(1)
buildings
redbrick
barracks-like,
lopez (30 3/4);
Al (32 3/4);
4) Who played the doctor on
"shavedgOund."But this is Guarneri (28 1/2) and Commuton
"Never Too Young"? What was
no longer to be true. The ad- ers (28). Good luck to this week's
(1 each)
ministration has now recognized selection of brain-busting TRIV- his first big movie role?
5) Who was the lead singer of
the need for "natural screening"
of
halls
IA fron the hallowed
-the "Deauvilles"? What was his
and "external tryi." The new JS C-3.
first bit song after he broke acomplex.
65 miion dormitory
way from the group? (1 each)
VI:
to
TRIVIA
Answers
is
construction,
under
currently
6) Who played Paperelli on
LanSnooky
Arms,
1)
Russell
to be "dropped in -the woods."
Never Get Rich"? (1)
"'You'll
McGisele
Collins,
Dorothy
son,
close
as
left
be
to
are
trees
and
was the -star of "Magic
7)
Who
a
received
(everyone
Kenzie,
as twenty feet to the buildings
Cottage"? (1)
in order to "take advantage of point for this answer; original
8) What was the name of 3ack"Hit Parade" singers)
the site's natural depression."
2) Doro Mirande and Enid ie Gleason's show that flped afI read'in the article that President Toll is taking a personal Markey (aunts on "Bringing Up ter one week? (1)
Buddy")
9) What was Plastic Man's
interest in retaiing the natural
sandwiches,
Watercress
3)
when he was a crimnidkname
our
Since
campus.
our
beauty of
campus is ponstantly expanding "Never give a sucker an even inal? (2)
break" (Osborne's lunches and
10) Who was the only college
and construction is continually
Allfootball player to make
underway, perhaps next year you his family's motto)
4) Group A: Bobby Avila, Lar- America- four years in a row
nay meet PresidentToll as he
and what school cdd he play for?
strous through our woodlands, ry Doby, Vie Wertz, 954 Indias
"deciding which trees are in Group B: Ty Clbve Bob Chane,; (1 each)
pensible and how best to retain Jerry Kindall, 1064 Inians Avila,
Bons: How many correct teleKindall: 2B, Doby, Cline: CF,
an attractive dale."IS next fall
can be found in
phone
nIe
1B
Chance:
Wertz,
mark
you should find a white
our
n4ew" telephone directory?
ame
(Egptian
Im-Ho-Tep
5)
It
worry.,
don't
forehead,
on your
(/2 pt.) When will the revisled
will mean that you, too, will be of mummy), John Norton, Prof.
edition appeaor? (Answers less
Joseph Whemple
Muller, Sir
among those chosen to remain.
than four years net accepted)
(mn who led epedition)
(pardon the cliche)
I'm sure
(eanitor on (Aswers more than 0 not ac6) Dayton Ale
that you are going to fall in
cepted)
'SwtEy Dik",)
love at first sight with our lovely
campus. See you next fall. Oh don't forget to bring some ducks
new dormitory
Ste
with you compex. is to be constructed around a mM-made pond.
Yours uly.
Your Big Sister
On Saturday, -March 5, the pked houses in both Carnegie
P.S. I thi that I shall never
Cdany Brothers and Tomm Ma- Hall and Town Mall in New York
in such dubs
and have
see.. .A campuslovely as a tree. kem will give a concert in the
I and the Gate of
Stony Brook gymn&asm. TUNs as the Hungry
1
performance, 'jointly spsored Horn. Then teevision appearancSO
er iwcide -Ed Stdlivan Show and
by the SAB and te Women's
the ToIot Show. As the New
at 8:30.P.M.
Due to Xa itted budet this Club, will begin
are
YMr riues has said, t
Tom
-Pat,
Brothers,
Clancy
The
academic yer,,we wil publish
and Iiam, hail firom Tperyl, in the "front rank of tscounisu of Mm|w. His
'nl
I '
while Tommy Makem, a North. try's ' parforers
far,
i e a-geod erner with
asting
a
frn
Palceeds,
sympsehies,
e
selection of poems, short Atoris,
two dla admssn chare, will
Irish to te
Armagh.
from
comes
and -Hte4ry reviews. HoMver,,
fund. This
ship
go into a
the cham of
there is a tueity If essays in core, with all
e by the Women's
d feod, a
they sing of their isle,
and
e
1wil
of
*e
Chah -a fecy group, is used in
the - the little people o all nations.
~cte. Sucfb a kp
to undero r
grating
and
conbemtraditional
sing
They
- Jiim_
1alaneof
aAn overflow crowd is
viothe
-sae
in
songs,
porary
for
lie
T
Ii r
its
tic style. ITis style Is expected, so be sure to purchase
ous, a
matem Is -Mweh 14;
your tiWkets early.
rejuvened by Ieconstantly
g-Sea
tions should be made to
CP
Hall
imp, Box 202C Seth
year. m really
come here
very pleased to be abe to tell
ally
you that our
pus is
going to kFmo Ate the collegedoxcibe'
bulletins and ciulars-.
Brn-kis in reality to
it. Stony
become a "roling, wooed...

_o
mI'

'

C-3

aUve petition requg-t ,thtfive

(35 sign s frm he Student
' my be ciocuPotY. The Wtitm
lated betleen February 21st and
Marc lst A pirty menber may
sign only aft pd_
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Traffic: A Growin Prble

l-etters to--The Editor -

-

AR keOtto~tothBdl~aw

Traffic is becoming an increasingly -criticalproblem

on this campus and, left unchecked, the situation can
only deteriorate further. One need only consider the
number of vehicles which will be added through the new
construction projects alone to get, some idea of the
issuers expanding dimensions. Considering the woeful
lack of personnel on the security force of this University,
the Statesman would like to suggest to the Student Polity
the formation of a Student Traffic Patrol. One of this
group's prime functions would be to strictly enfore- the
little-observed regulation which does not allow resident
students to use their cars between the dormitories and
the academic buildings. This could by,accomplished by
regularly scheduled checks of the various parking lots.
Another facet of any potentially successful anti-congestion campaign for failure to pay traffic fibes within the
prescribed-time period. To this end, the Statesman sug. gests that the offending individual's privilege of having
an auto on campus be revoked after the first such failure. The administrative details of this operation could
also be well handled by the proposed Patrol. Selection
procedures for membership in the Patrol can be determined by the Polity itsel. It goes without saying that
-Patrol members would receive adequate recompense for
their work, according to some arrangement which, again,
we feel would be best decided upon by the Polity. Looking to next year, the Adminsion might well be advised to consider the admittedly
anlest measure of
* not permtting Freshmen to have
rs
this campus.
- The
a thing -a dof these suggestions is to, first,
be aware that a serious prblem is in the making and,
second, that we think fast and act soon

A Test:-of What? :
$Dnrmg~tte-reent examination, period there was,-as

reported by-Wt. faculty and students, an increase in
outigt chatng. Ihis stems from what we believe to
be one
dlying reason-that of overcrowding. Many
.e
haswere filled to aty;
so even had stuaxdents taking their tests
the ales. The number of
proctor as insufficient for the amount of students In
many -over-crowded areas.
-These
conditions are definitely not conducive to taking an exam, andcan. only
serve to encourage -heating.
l
-tat
There is nothing except all-out police tactics which
can prevent premeditated cheating. While premeditated
cheating cannot be condoned, it will always be present
because of the competitive state of education. There is
something that the administration or department heads
can do to prevent "accidental" cheating and the conditions that foster such.
We put- forth three suggestions in this matter. One,
vwile nothing can be done about overcrowding -at the
present, department heads should be advised to give
a nger of tests with a few questions or numbers
changed so that all tests would not be identical. This
would hold only for those tests which require short,

e

t*>

-es-

o the Editor:
I would llbeto commend thie
Statesa» for its first"and ovrerage ef the Lynd news confer-,
.ene. I wonder how many other I
college newspapers were repre
sented at is m
? It is a
credit to the University that th4
e
Statfuna was there. The Stae 9Bum receives much erit 41i
both de ved and
ei
It
andvery ltle praise. This is wh
I am now th
g you. The ar
ticle was
ad, we writte
and dealt with a naial issueD.
Bob Pugsley, the
iste, anu
d
the person in charge, who a
PIed tie sd to
a mosi de
eig
of the Uiversity' Is
ts.
I bope the llb
Wu
MB
will
ue
to give first I
co erage to eves of n-of
i
mpa
ocur within- ai'
reasonable
distasce of the Umn
*
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Deplored
February 16, 19
To the Editor:

/

As a member of the skiing
fraternity, I object to the edi.
torial cmment on this sport by
Mr. Rolf Fuessler. he attih
displayed. are detrimental to the
sport as well

as

other

skiers.

How can the sports editor-certainly a man of no little insightunderline the appeal of the speed
and danger of siing? Unless he
is an - exceptional skier, Mr.
Fuessler's speed was due to in-

t.Fe-

:--

tOpt

In the Foei

Serc'

.oCb.

time was
ing.

Ispefy.

Gai1 Oppa
. . .. .

.

- toio
:-,

Dear FAWWo:
We

ga

decide,(for future years) upon
the issues we, raised to our pre.
vious letter.

Although giving them a choice
between three, four or five hourly exams was generous,
the
choice of the -last day of classes
or the next to the last day of
classe for the s
ing of the
final hourly, was not up to our
expectations.
-All in all- however, we are
sincerely grateful for the maliabfity of mind you have shown
in reacting in the better interests of your studes
Sincerely,

Daniel Ka8lan,
(the eby
student)
Kenneth Sobel

Why attend a basketball game
if one does not take pride in,

(the "non-emeistry"

and is not si
in
the school's athletic reputaton,
its successes and losses ad in

Captain,
Junior Varsity
Cheerleaders

To the Editor:

-

This letter is a specific reply
to Miss Kathy Tynan, Miss Helene Singer, and Miss Faye Bad
en. I am not aware of their religious beliefs or affiliations, but I
must object to several falaweim in
their lekter.
FAIst, asl

- a Cdhimas tree

t Dr. Alexto

adler for his csdeaionIn lest

oroughly dishearten-

upholding a fair image of the
institution itself?
Very truly yours,
Heaen Margii,

-l

Gea

stdet)

SOmr Session
A. Scar-

Prfso
Io
I VI

row

a_

of the pi
_Rle

the

thee

.tary
Fef
y 4 a#t 1:30
P.M. im the Faculty Lo-g elo

talk is opeaed by the Fuo*

And as to there being "no religious symbols displayed on any
tree on. campus" what of the tinsel or angel hair symbolic of the
angels atteng tbe birth of
Christ. As to the star, of course
it is the bright star of Bethlehem. TIat is why a creche
ogh to be under the tree.

in

GaTufd win
HM **>

r --

being "a- symbl o th se
.not of the
ege
tree
us compley symbolc of the religion as the devt Christian
knows. It is an evere
symbolic of the rise and everliving
Christ. The wood of the tree is
symbolic of the wood that fashioned the cross.

to.-.-

-'"Ab~oromabf"

GAnwnd to Speok

Ave

se

socce~s. ndeamentt.

*apreciatin to the Uniersi*mert- . . . ''
XComamuni
for I thei w
.nderfu
adU andpao
Brder wDo
Horions treeSm
dO
ud, Rt
January we broght the ce
involved in our projct from Riv.erhead on an adven
n treato he
Februar 16, 1966
University. -The
wey reeive
-it
warmth. and antsiasm, To the Sports Editor:
Tbe conduct of the Stony Bric
and many people helped to make
those tripse
which the- crowd gathered for the junior
game on Tueschildren wll not forget.
We varsity bas e
would lile to thank Saga Food day igh, February is, was,
exaggeration, abominService, which pvided the chil- without
dren with lunch on each of the able.. The cheerleaders were met
Satudays, We would also like to with a barrage. of loud, disparthank Mr. Von Mechow and the aging comments which did noth-rest of the physical educaton de- ing but convey the absolute lack
partment who supplied _s with. of appreciation and entfsias6m
with which many activities at
gym fac s and the swimmi
pod; the ]fuards who were this University seem to be met.
A team and its cheerleaders
there enabled us to enjoy a safe
caot
expected to be perafternoon of swimming. Some of
the faculty members'
wives fect, or even good, ecy time
Their sess
detranspted the
e
to ,and they perfor.
from Stony Brook - to them we pends largely upon crowd acceptowe thanks. Of course, without ance and reaction. The crowd
the energies of Mr. Godfrey, our present at the above mentioned

M
D_*
speak -0 dore

M,

eptitude; his danger to a laI of
porpr technique. Not to bew h at
labor an obvious point. I would
ws
istias? It
no, Chrises mass, a beaifu re4.
still remind W. Fonder'
b
What a horrible and
hy.
shoudd be pursued to satis
both
-atdar
aohsi~ceiiu.mceyof
fy Ome
if Mr. POer - Ji-amand Christiany to have
Pea
leeds.
Om- *-a -,"Canukah buh." M we are
was iware of the Tw
rees,
g -to a e t
mah;raests f Skng sXperted 7
ares
se at thn,
-y the National Sks P
it is to see -Xma
oe
w pain
da
wmid
e and thA S
-As a- Jew I
of Mis -rdevoid of
realzd the fs
Christ.
fad. te .of
'e- -r''madk~fid
1 1
8
m as
'g
^
L
and-^
*
Nr~
wte
thaI
< Mig~t I add
Feaaf

Sinerl,
Barbara Medoff,
Secretary,
Wier Horizons

I SJLJ

a

In MBs qwst
-amfor
I
uer
,- -

mathematical, or multiplechoice answers. Two, whereever possible an increase in proctors should be sought
and those that do proctor should be told to proctor, not
talk, read or walk out. Third scheduling should be arranged so that a teacher who teaches more than one
course can have his exams given on the same day in
advisor, the tri
adjoining classrooms. The professor can then proctor his special p
have been imwould
probably
own exams -and walk casually from room to room. Unexpectedness lessens cheating.
Beeuase of the eagerness of
These poor- test conditions should not serve as an
excuse for cheating, although they do put students in these people to help us in our
positions where cheating is easier. However, these ad- work, and because of the warm,
thi
verse coditions must be met with more responsibility welcoming army of s
arrival
the
children's
awaited
and honesty if the honor system under which this university functions, and under which we hope to obtain each week, we kbw we have
such privileges as increased parietal hours and more been welcome, and we are grateful for it.
liberal-curfews is to be more than just a hollow term.

/

_ol i- -ebetb

Pas Ski-

Lyndl Report P

versniy,.
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Neither rain. nor mud. nor protesting pickets could keep United
States Senator Jacob Javits from
O metaone
speaingbefre
tousand students, faculty, and
amnsatien in the -gymnasium,
on Wednesday afternxon. February 16, 1966.
After remarkting about the
"functionality" of our campus, the
1"mild picketing" that ,greeted'
him. and even gting a plug in
for Governor Rockefeller, Senator
Javits finally got down to speaking about Viet Nam.

,ge

his liberal image, could not

openly deride administration critics.
(one of the objectives of the
United States, according to Senator Javits, is to 6"help preserve
of choice -for those
nreo
the
who cannot preserve it for themselves." The 1954 Geneva Accords guaranteed the people of
both North and South Viet Nam a
choice of governmeonts. through a
plebiscite. The United States
could not permit this peict

SECTION
eral Gavin& The United States
should limit itsel to an area con-.
sisting of the Mekong Delta, the
Saigon region, and an area of 3050 miles from the coast.. Senator
javits emphasized that this does
tend to mean that the United
States and the ARVN forces
would assume defensive positions.
The proper strategy would be to
link up these enclaves and use
themh as springboards to keep the
communists on the nove. The
-allied forces should at the -same
time be used to achieve pacification, socialization, and reconstruction within the enclaves. The idea

hried to doThe first tighe
was to convince us that the senate,
sestv
was not calloused or
to the bkoodshed taigplace in
Viet Nam~. He even went -so far,
astosy that h e felt every casu-

alty to be a

"pers oal

tragedy"

Senator Javits.
Accrigt
there are two qetosthat must.
be I-consee 1in order to' asicer-;
or not we belong in
-tain wet
Viet- Nam: Do we cowe the -worldanything?;. and is a world role

ourselves, the best a leader can
do is to lead according to a consensu, even if it is only a consensus of 50% plus I, The Senator
nude repeated references to this
small consensus, throughout his
speech, aditg
that it doesleave room for dissent. However.

By KaH

agfa

It may be possible even at this early date to assess
the crop of musical, genius the first half of the Twentieth,
Century has produced. The extreme rapidity in the
growth of mass communications and technology and the
internationalization of the modern cultural world, has
speeded up the process by which posterity recognizes as
geniuses those men whose life-work in art has- been
among the supreme accomplishments of humanity. Most
likely, with the great increase in the number of. symphonic orchestras and chamber groups, radio. use and
the amount of fine music on records, all modern IIcandidates for greatness" are not known,--their mu-sic is heard
eeven now', can be accorded the proud
and prass
title o'gnu"
le
datc
^ e ^kas n one
^-^^-^
r»- mMA^

Dmnitri-Sotkvth
Ravel and Jan S

arej

icsaytouo

scrt Answering these question, Senator-Javi ts stated that
the' United States does have a Itkin behind him.
moral ~and -ethial-responsibility
to the world as well as to its own to be held because, as the then
President Eisenhower admitted,
secuidty, and that America considers freedom the highest dignity the overwhelming majority of the
Vietnamese would have voted to
of man; a dignity that we must
demonstrate we are "willing to, join Ho. Cho Minh. When Senator
-die for". He added that '"tiotali- Javits was querried on, this point,
tarian forms of government are he replied that ~even in the mid
1950s the Viet Cong were able
the anihssof man's freedom
to coerce many of the people
and dignity." Howvever, I cannot
help but wonder what type of through their terror and other
men 4omesuasion. However,
government theSeaocnsdr
ed the Diem regime to be, or for the Viet Cong were-,neither as
that matter the -other dictator- strong nor as effective then as
ships that this country has in the the Senator would have us bepast supported because they fol- lieve. The real reason the Vietnamese would have voted against
lowed our line?
d"democracy"' Was due to their
Senator Javits expressed the
bitter experiences with their
belief that in situations such as
former French Colonial masters,
the one in which we presently f id
not the Viet Cong.

Where
AreOur Genises?

Who are themsiageaso
the fir-s- half of this- century? Al
lists of this sort naturally result
from the sujeetive tastes of the
critics'olcigthem,
but mod'
likely any, suhist Wml contain.
the four, following names:. Mlude
Deussy. Richard Strauss, IgorStaMnsy. Arnold cobegI"
would persmmall add to the list
rtafe,
Beto Bart*.ftSre

because Mithe end, it is the senate. that -must vote either yay or
nay on theaprpatos

:beliely

The Mask Box

in

mnycae

nmu

r

Senator Javit's has the clarity
of thought to realize that the NLF
must be included in any negotiations, as long as it does not mean
selling out our allies.
Senator, Javits, not wishing to
come out' for or against escalation, per. se, did state that he and
his colleage would '"not allow
the war to be escalated without
the consent of congress.

Senator Javits, seemed to subOn- the whole, Senator Javits,
scribe to the "domino theoryP of speech was a disappointment. It
Sothas Ai when he stated the was a combination of emotionalbelief that the innundation of ism,, half trufts and distorted
Asia would turn the balance of facts designed to appeal to an
power against the free world. Ap- -audience on a level lower than.
pa~citly -he equates the fall of that- of a university. His knowl-,
Viet Nam with the fall of Asia. edge of the situation and other
these co~fntinual reOIerences seemI,,
In what seems, to be a pessimistic
to be a poor attempt to explain
facts is indeed comnale, but
the gwigsenatorial opposition view, Senator Javits stated that he must realize that he is not the
to the war and President John- "sometime, someplace, this kind only one with such knowledge.
soil's policies. In a rathe mag- of confrontation had to occur."
Senator Javits stated that- our
naiosgesture. SatrJavits "Viet Nam is not our choice for
a Cofrotatin",but perhaps hisf. objective is to 'tallow thie people
stated that he repcsthe rightof dissent as part of the price of tory has placed us there. The . .. to choose their own form of
govenmet/'and that the United
democacy.I would like to take Senator feels we should accept
States has not MI= rcered with any
issue with the Senator's state- the chleg as long as it does
-mIPst and claim that the right of not drain our strength frmother governuent because it may appear to be going Communist. Senvital areas.
dissent is eseia to lemray
atOr Javits cited the recent elec.
not a price to be paid for it. It
The Senator's position is that a tions in Chile as an example of
seems that Senator Javits was in
force of 400,000 men is the maxi- United States benevoence, a highfact taking a negative apoc
mum that can be sent -to Viet Nam
example. How can he
to the CHissnters, but not wishing without causing such a drain., ly dubious
swallow such a line
to
exetus
This force. could best be epoe
to deviate frmhilstadioa
f
of 'M&
knowledge
the
with
_xonded--by Gen3along the lines
midde of the roesh » ed

g

ereBMt
side of theAtaic
Wop
have'risen, ana
'Ameia
falltin -with -Aaro Copelaid, Roy
Condmtined on Page 6
" ''
Tht
*c
-

"
^

V|

Ini one half of the- Twentieth^
Cetrcan we locate amnongt
the udrds -perhapsthsad

that we can send a fixed number
of men and no more to Viet Nam'
is- a little Utopian, to say the
least. No one can predict future
needs or conditions, -and to .try
and comfort the public, by placing, a axmmon troop commitments, is nothing but hoaxery.
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wayorkn
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ofe that -e st articar
Gerstooiany, lsing Strausg,b in
L1
late
g sorr a
kown as. theithea.
dclaneboastonly -oCa od
Oenrff
tre.ugehav here 'an bandofevabl
workin.i tuhe nam iof
atiockwhase -nethetrbiang greatce antsof

tuioc hasny
wecoveeof
t

onfe-hs

taken th plaethr

the

of Res-

deictted
petoa thewaurd.It of art, I

shooi
ofneomppghas-woses
n
tnl
Appealinges tow
o
ane'
creatveos
muere awe neve
Gallc
Soviist
et
iaetetes and
the
uneed egoor
Froxh
l ~~
urd
~ ~ihu ~~~tearop
m as ane avcation
for pat
Shs~~istill
a
live;iolng. butgeri
decline.and
belongs toethe oldgge
atio with Ks.Theuriano Fregnce

ting and' a-leotsofun.th
seahopin
blockthough.
iteseaniestcdnseipalne
amount of wokus.
fitwt

can no longer -claim the talent
of anelDe a~. ut t oe
have Rode-rigo. This talented and
diverting Spaniard, however, Mgffers from coplielgtess
and a fetish for guitar and harp.

Everyone knows the feeling of
atcpt
uine
stig»a t h e
drama of a production,
ig in
and believing either that they
could, without a doubt "do it the

volvement in the Doinican Republic, the Bay of Pigs fiasco,
and the "revrolution"' in Guatemala'in 1954, as matters of public record?

way It Should be done- or tina
they would literally give their
right arm to be able to be a part
of what is justifiably a work of
art. The success of those involved
in the play is always determined
by the empathetic feelings of the
audience.

In~ short, the speech at first
would seem to support the views
of General Gavin which are not
in complete accord with the Johnson Administration. However, a
closer look will reveal that Senator Javits! propal amd comnmitnments would, in the end, lead
him down the Johnson path, regardies of his middle of the
*
roadaprch

This week, the New Campus
Theatre Group is happy to pre.
sent its winter production. "Shadow of a Gunan by Seen 0%Casey. We hope you will. all be

witnse to its creation, and we
welcome you warmly.
Wednesday through -Saturday,
February 23-26, 8:30 P.M. - Unt
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To the Editor:
Things are dry here in the des.
ent el
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b0thester, N.Y.-..P.>Pro.
ftssor Joseph W. Cole, UWrsity
Dom of Sindmot Affairs at t
University of Rochester, proposes that S'we rejet the Ndbcip.
linarian keep-the-house-in order'
role for the dean of students, and
dcast him as an
at,
'
Mad
istratively rpib
for
important aspects of the university's teaching, research, and service functien - with teaching defined in broader terms."

is twenty one, but that is where
the bare
of the desert
ends. The University of Ari
in Tucson, is truly an oasis of
learning, tulte and e
ao
camOne of th e
bmo
pues in the United States, the
University proudly displays her
palm trees, cacti and orange
groves. The w
is
usually CMena to light cloathg,
In his article, "The Dean of
stdying Oa the grass or waHing Students as I see Him," which
through a sudedpath with a appears in recent issue of the
friend. 'Beside all this- greenery "Rochester Review." published
ae the hustling streets of the quarterly, Dean Cole states: "A
east sde of Tuesm. Dnug stre, dean of students can contribute
coffee shops, chic clothing shops, to the educational goals of a unichuiches and go-go lounges ape versity only if certain conditions
all in easy access.
exist.
Life is a little slower, a little
"Such recognition is best remore relaxed here. Competition flected by. the status that student
and agressiveness are present, personnel people enjoy in the unibut interest in learning and social versity's
administrative
hierfacilities gain top priority. For a archy. For example, a voice on
population of 25,000 students, very important policy-making groups
few "crack".
is essential. Such privileges must
Many eastern people feel that initially be granted by the presithere couldn't pssibly be much dent or faculty; their perpetuain Arizona but desert. One major tion depends upon the quality of
attraction, of course, is the Grand of a dean's contribution to the
Canyon, but the numerous lakes, policy-making function of the varforests and mountains are always ious bodies.
a favorite of "Arizona High(At Rochester, the dean of stuways". Concerning cultural as- dents currently enjoys faculty
pects, the University Auditwium privileges - and is a permanent
presen such performers as Al- member of the academic policy
lan Sherman, Roberta Peters, committee; he sits on the PresiFerrante and Teicher, as well as dent's Advisory Council, the Cabsar W -u
I, - tr
GoWinter
inet of Deans and Directors, and
and Arthur SchTeihger. This the Campus Administrative Comweek, Frank Borman, a Tuscon mittee.)
Eigh graduate will deliver a
"Clearly, the unversity's definspeech in our 30,000 capacity staition of the faculty's role is crudium.
cial to the dean of students in
For the last twenty five years his role as educator. It is signifthe University of Arizona has icant. I think, that at Rochester
been designated as a "two-party there is a faculty - not a gradsehool' and a *fun school", com. uate facilty and an undergradparable to the University of Mi- uate faculty. During the past
ami; the- country club school of year six department chairmen,
the nation. There is a profusion sixteen full professors and eight
of parties here, but the Pessant associate professors were teachparty-goers are later the drop- ing freshman course"
outs or the would-be engineer who
As long as a university rehm to settle for an easier course
in the Bsness or Liberal Arts eruits top-flight facity and puts
them in the classroom, the transCoiege.
aii of man'sacc
od
If "u~re te out-of-doors type, knowlehge will occur at a high
there's no end to what you can level and will eceasonally infid: swimming in a canyon elude the first of a brand new
stream, skiing at a nearby slope,
pOewe of knowledge, Dean Cole
almost everyday of the said.
WOar, hOFseback-ridiOg through a
"Moreoever, to the extent that
mountain} gorge - plenty of
dents, working with
woo
forp eeupe from ee hum deas of
drum school cam be at times. students, are able to create
is had to remem- meaningfl opp lies for mer '4e -at ce
ge,aot a re- teraction with these same professors -in the residence halls,
.Wt
in the iversity center, in the
I de khow, hower, when I
chpsel, in the conference hall.
get up in the moing at seven,- theteterae aspect of the ed
and I peer my way thog the
eative
UproCess
will be ft e!ed.
pawpie dom of dawn, I greet a
"This iMtegrative, value-seeking
day i- beauty: greenery evey- process was clearly
as
wAee;
ica lypnk
walsibiity of our early eol
ways; shaded rocs o ide. a r
. And so ft
which ignite conversatiom; the eges and uiv
shod be tay - ein
* ^cMAXMflt
gmue
ff
im
Muy&l

Harris and Walter Pio Ipor
Stravinhy ipboth of the old generation and an A ica only by
immigration. Menotti never quite
caught on, and such new American
like Dello Joio
and Hovanes .are still virtually
bLeonard BesI's
unkown.

star as a composer is on the rise,
but I retain the feeling that he
will never soar above the status
of an American Katchaturian.
inexplicably,
and
Unhappily
America's best known composer
today is Elliot Carter, who combines only the worst of Bartok
and Schoenberg.
Mhm Winner

Who is left? One name today
stands out; one reputation is
truly acclaimed internationally.
British composer Benjamin Britten, of all composers, is the most
successful and popular composer
in the West. Is Benjami Britten
a genius? It hardly seems so;
but Britten has managed to capitalize in several ways upon the
logic of Twentieth Century Music.
First of all, he is enomously
prolific. Many composers are
notorious for the small ,quntits

of music on which their reputatons rest. Britten aseshimself a hearing if only becuase
personal contribution to Uodern
musical literature is so great
percentage-wise.

tionalistic
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Britons support hin

astally.
en
and
vocally
Vaughn Williams and Hokst fail-

ed in their bids to bring endur_and
ing musicl gtery to

MEETING: MARCH 1
7:00 PM. Soth Hal Lounge
prime reason for extncee Is the
bof
a
cm
fostering
of-scbolars" spirit in which the
edat

proees is mai-a

both inand out of toe classrom.
MWh Uvest"Ay of Attester has
In
at least $15 kfloinvJay
student
led
dd
this exlife facite To jus
pedtuesoey an the grounds
of service and convenience is
both s tsighted and imprac
cal. TIe concept of a residential
sprig from a
must
college
fouldatyon of edematioal, value - or we should scrap the
wnl» MfeA."

nce

-Hamng The -blaet
By Ernie FreWll
aI
numt be punisd
The
for the Sis of te guilty.
-Fayard
Don't you read what yow are
signing? When you becam a
resident of this University you
signed a form called the "Terms
of Residence". One passage of
this form under the heading of
"Financial" says: ".. .In the
event of any damage to the residence halls or the Unhwslty as
a whole, the cost of repairs or
replacement will be deducted
from the damage fee and any
remaining balance will be returned to the student. .. " By signing
this form -you made yourself responsible for damage to any part
of this University. The Diebtor
sIng has tempered
of Student
this resposWity by taking money from the damAge fee only in
cases of "overt student abuse" of
University

property.

Replace-

ment and general repairs of property worn out by normal wear
and tear is paid for out of the
Dormitory income funds which
come from the room fee. The
maintenance staff is paid from
such funds.
Wbo Sb*hkI Pay?

If somebody runs the covering
of three couches m ABC Lounge
of 0

Dorm, if he sticks knives

and pencils mithe ceiling and if
he breaks the leg on one of the
TM» may
be
iritangs , t
couches, someone must pay for
chance. Third, Britten doesn't the repairs. The question is who.
mind blowing his own horn. In- The only realistic answer can be
dependently wealthy, he has a the guilty party. But the guilty
press agent who organizes high party isn't always apprehended
pressure campaigns to keep his and the damage would remain
name in lights and his music in unrepaired if someone doesn't
the concert hall. Fourth, he is pay for them. Every resident of
the only modern composer writ- the University is liable for the
ing music for the voice. If a repair fee under the above agreemodern opera isn't written by ment he signed.
Menotti, it is written by Britten.
The above mentioned damage
If a chorus wishes to perform a was in fact done to ABC Lounge.
by nec- Mr. Brandt, Head of G Dorm
mode cantata
essity it wAi be a Britten com- Housing, has estimates stating
ption Lastly, he isn't a bad that repairs of said damage will
musician, a skilled craftsman total $500. There are approxlike oHindemith.
imately 2,000 students on campus,
If Britten can not be our cand- so if we are going to make the
ida;e, who then win Iepeamt us? innocent pay for the damage and
Where are e_ geniuses? Can it the innocent, should have to pay
be that in our decade, cmmer- if we divide the cost equally, we
eey 50 cents per person. But then,
iaXly and
most pro
in the hB y of
assuming the guilty party lives
the word, we wffl be fowed to on campus, the guilty party
sorrier would be paying just 50 cents as
retreat to materially
times for museal DIs-Ient?
well. This rases many questions.
t have to pay
Should the i
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innocentsshould be chosen, the
boys of G Dorm, the whole of G
Dotm - the whole G Quad
or the whole school?
Just who shoud be made to
pay? N we dust off the books of
Board, we fid an
the Resde
tyear which
-ace p d
in the
m
says that all the
gitt
must pay 1ir mwy damage done i thatbuIdIg. Thus
it is illegl to bil ely tike Boys'
side fWr daage done in the ABC
LouIge. The rule says that EFG
must be fined also. BAut the Residents Board, by its limited
rangpower, was forced to
keep to only one bdg
N you
are ing to hold the nonhnvolved residenb of one building
le
for damage in
one 1oungin their building, why

not hold the entire body of residents reqpnsible? This leads to
the next and more important

'

Questio-

Should the innocent have to
pay for the damage done by the
guilty? This is not a question for
the legislature or the Residents
Board. It is a moral dilemma
upon which each resident on
campus mast ponder.
Charging 50 cents to each resident for something he did not
do can have many effects. It can
awaken in him an awareness of
the financial obligation he has
signed himself to and, consequently, give him a sense of responsibility toward University
property. This, in turn, will
cause him to protect that property from future mishandling.
On the other hand, such inequitable penalization can generate
feelings of hostility in the resident. Hostility which results in
angry and~perhaps unjustly accusitive letters (such as were
posted on the door of ABC
lounge on Wednesday, February
16), and hostility which can result in less respect for University
property; i.e. "If the guilty party is paying the same amount
that I am for $500 worth of damage, maybe I ought to get my
money's worth, and go break a
couch." Charging the innocent
for the dirty work of the guilty
can result in a dicotomy of reactions, unpleasant enough to call
for the elimination of this unjust
methods of leveying charges.
There are many alternatives to
this unjust method.
Feasable Alternatives
Instead of taking money from
the resident's damage fees, the
money could be taken from the
above mentioned funds now being
used for replacement and repair
of items worn out by normal
wear and tear. Lee weakness of
this system is that it may neces.
sitate raising of roofing fees. At
least this system could exist for
a year to see if fees would, in
fact be raised.My iBtews Keeper
The question of moral censure
is a large one. NO student at
Stony Brook today need feel b6blgated to slop a- fellow student
from damaging niversity property. We have
ited
ourselves
0no
way to being oon
cemed with the
s
n ty of
ourpeers. Perhaps we should accept this rpsility.
It is betto prevent crimes than to
punish them. if we were to%aceept a s
s
Cow stm
whereby each student would aceept total, not jSt facial, responsbiltyfer Uniersty propeand we1reLy he would be
his leo stable brAthees kone
we would ha"veB future worry
abou i
did
pi
ishnent. If we, as citizens of a
great university, are mature
enough to reason that the innoe
cent should be p i hed for the
crimes of the guilty - no matter
what financial expediency
is
thereby gained, then we should
be able to adapt a workable hon.
or system and stand by it.

.
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Sports Shorts
. . . BASEBALL and JUDO have
been accepted as varsity sports
by the University Community
Committee.
. . . entries are due on March 3
for the Badminton Singles Tournament -and may be turned in to
Coach Snider or the Phys-ed office.
. . . the following are basketball
standings as of February 17:
Independent League
I Div.
II Div.
Playboys
2-0
Raiders
Dylan's
2-2
Wheels
To Be's
1-1
66ers
L. D.'s
1-2
G' Boys
The Zoo
1-2
Lumps
Dormitory
I Div.
GB-2
3-0
GB-3
3-1
JND-3
3-1
JSC-2
1-2
JSC-3
1-3
III Div.
SHC-3
2-0
JSD-1
3-0
JSA-2
1-2
JNC-3
0-1
GC-2
0-3

League
I Div.
GA-2
4-0
JNC-2
3-1
SGC-1
2-2
JSA-1
2-2
JSC-1
1-3
IV Div.
JNA-1
2-0
JSD-3
3-0
JND-2
2-1
GA-1
2-2
JSD-2
1-3

Continued from Page 1
ciated
a
precedent
which
states: "A Resident Assistant's
testimony constitutes enough evidence to prove guilt." In explaining the significance of this precedent Miss Glazer was careful
to emphasize that nothing has
been decided which would prevent this principle of one-witness
sufficiency from being applicable
in cases in which a student other than a Resident Assistant is
the witness. "However,"
she
stressed, "that precedent would
have to be established in some
future case."
Lounge After-Hours
The next significant hearing
held last week involved the same
Miss X, this time- before the GSouth Judiciary, under the chairmanship of Mr. Jeffrey Weitzner
and on the charge -of having
been in the ABC longe after
2:30 A.M. The hearing was held
A »
on WAEba _a
the
of te GOyO
o_

X Xeearing

%te

Gowre

was W..

but dh

The J.V. basketball team continued its losing ways, extending
its streak to eight in a row. Absorbing losses to C.W. Post Colege 72-50, Newark-Rutgers 66-53
and New York Institute of Technology 72-4, the little Warriors
upped their record to 3-8.
C.W. Poi
Against C.W. Post, Coach Ginsberg started Garahan, Santoli,
Personne, Phillips and Epstein.
Stony Brook- managed to-stay
close during the first half, although, at one point, they fell ten
points behind. Tbe half ended
with the little Warriors down by
only one point 28-27. Pat Garahan was high scorer at the half
with ten points. The little Warriors were 11-16 from the freethrow line.

Alan Epstein shoots for two points
during C. W. Post J.V. game.
ed a new regulation on this issue
which states that: "The ABC
lounge will be a coed lounge
from 7 A.M. until 2:30 A.M. each
day Monday-Sunday. From 2:30
A.M. until 7 A.M., the ABC
lounge shall be closed to all coeds. Male students may continue
to use the lounge during this period."

2^Dec. I,

WabW t

be

Miss Y was found guilty} the
decision
declared
Judiciary's
that: "1) She be placed on Discipinary Cebswe, as outlined in'

Cafeteria. Tibs pIr-ion shall be

cartied ot no later than March
4, 1966."
op"

is it steN b
unt-i %Ma."
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MHe Santoli scored the first
basket in the second half to give
us our brief and only lead daring the game. C.W. Ps continually hit from the outside and
doew
Ottr amay dring the
rest of the goa . Pat Garahc,
high scorer,
contre eighw
teen points to the losing 7250
score. Post's Hanky and En*Mia
combined for a total of 42 points.
Newark-Rutgers
Next, the little Warriors faced
Newark-Rutgers and managed to
take a half time 31-26 lead into
the lockers. Stony Brook's scoring during this half was spread
among ntne players. The chaty
toss line saw the little Warriors
hitting 11-13.

Lue-BreAteg

A third hearing, conducted on
Tuesday, February- 15, in the
gymnasium conference room, by
Ron Atlas, Chairman of the GQuad Judiciary concerned the
case of Miss Y. The charge:
"Conduct unbecoming a university student as outlined in the
Code of Conduct." Specifically,
Resident
Assistant
women's
Kathleen Hodges charges Miss Y
with both cutting in on the dinner
line on Monday, January 17, and
refusing to leave after having
been asked to do so. In taking
this action' Miss Hodges acted as
a student amd did not identify
herself as a Resident Assistant.

the PrW'eer, Article 1.
verdict is ta *N_mm Aft«
ent: Uthauigs &98het Wm X 2) She be ass
toed
o the Ge Ju. Cafeteria for the period of 2
be a
_i
were
diary fmd Ar
2 i
e weeks her atigmn o be detWNWfiilr ermind by the head of the Gf al. ABO
Trp
(Ott.
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a.Vm Hoopsters Lose Three
To p toss Streak To 8

3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
0-4

JudKiary

0

STATESMAN

The fial case heard last week
found Mr. X. guilty of sleeping in

the ABC lounge. His penalty was
for
to dean up the lounge
4 weekends. This hearing was
sion of one begun apthe o
proximately a month age. The
decion was reidered by Jeff-

Eight straight points by Newark early in the second half gave
Newark the final lead as they
went on to win 66-53. Pat Garahan scored 14, while Alan Epstein
notched F-13.

I

I

Basketa:
AROUND THE NATION

By Fred Thomson
Whether you are the enthusiastic college baselketball
buff or just the mediocre local fan, this seasons basketball has given to each of its followers those thrills which
will not be forgotten and will probably be argued over
with friends at dinner.
At South Carolina, for example, highly ranked Duke
went down to its first defeat in one of the season's early
upsets. Loyola of Chicago's rejuvenated Ramblers, now
standing fifth in the nation, brings back forgotten memories of the '63 championship year.
This season's only big surprise was that of U.C.L.A.,
after two successive N.C.A.A. championship titles, the
Bruins let down the sportswriters and now are out of
the top ten for the first time in many a day. But the
Bruins are far from losing their long-lived dynasty. They
seem to have some little-known freshman from the East,
named Lew Alcindor, who has possibilities. What they
expect from him is questionable but they think he's the
one to start things rolling for next season. That's quite
possible!
Taking a look at the leading contender for the No. 1
slot, it would be unquestionable to overlook Kentucky's
Wildcats. Aside from Texas Western, another powerhouse from the South, Kentucky remains the only major
unbeaten team in the country. Sparked by Pat Riley,
who incidentally went to Tinton - Barry Kramer's alma
mater, and Louie Dampier the Wildcats curreatly are
rated atop the nation's best with the possession of an
unmarred 20-0 slate.
Kansas (16-3) and San Francisco (15-2) both, are
bidding for berths into the N.C.A.A. play-offs along with
Vanderbilt and Nebraska. Over in the East, the Traditional rivalry between St. Joseph's and Providence is
picking up momentum. Both are nationally ranked and
are vying for the top slot in their region. The Friars
have rolled up an 18-2 record with the scoring punch of
Jim Benedict, Mike Riordan, and sensational Jimmy
Walker! The Hawks have beef dying high <n the wings
of Matty Guokas and Cliff Anderson. The showdown between these two will be in the Palestra, the Hawk's nesting grounds. Michigan, St. John's, Boston College, and
Brigram Young round out the nation's best.
*
In the next week or so the top ten will inevitably be
reshuffled, but I doubt if tire will be a change in the
No. 1 position - Kentucky.
Game to watch for: St. Joseph's vs. Providence-

Totally outclassed by a much
taller team, the little Warriors .
lost to New York institute of
ANNOUNCEMENT
Technology 7244. Tech scored
Mr. Joel Chesnoff, Chairman of. feaured 16-piece band under the
nine straight points and the War- the Jazz Forum, has announced direction of Mr. Clem DeRosa,
riors retailiated with a streak that. the group will preset its the Dwningt
wgra
we
i
oaS~wsi^
of eight of their own. Tech tVM -SeewA Awxual Jaz Conet i the. irtdle selerl s
Aswtian onSBday, Marh 6,
Ae codncert is free to everyone.
streaked into the lead 20-12 and
at 8:30 P.M. In addition to the
-J
PWEV
from here on in the game wasn't
close. The half time score was
I I
POR
31-18 in favor of Tech. Ile EnUPPER STATESKAN MM ENJOYS A SPIRID
A"UfNT ON IMR
MANI POLICY AND A PWNbLMY
gineers continued to rout during
19CUSSIA
ON TE
DOUBLE
ANDARD, THE
&^WS
the secofd balf. High scorers for
Stony Brook were Pat Garahan
with 12 and Mike Sano with 10.
l-"
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rey Wetner, Chairman of the
G Sotb Ju ry on M day,
January it
Alan Adcer, heard on the same
charge, was aqtted boeas of
lack of i
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All of the above decisions are
subject to appel a
ing to
estabished procedure and the ipadications are that by Mr. XL
and -Min X wil do. so, the latter
to pbably be defelded by William C
LapIpe.
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Newark, R.P.I1. a
Topple Warriors;
-floss
Hips late To Win 76-56
N.YJJ~.

AN ODE ON A BASKETBALL TEAM
once there was a basketball team;
ten under a coach called brown
which to all in witness seemed
to always be on the down,
always on the down,
it seemed.
HA said- those in the know
wait another winter or two;
wait till these boys grow
and cause much scoring ado
much scoring to-do
when theyt grow.there's 'kangaroo k' who jumps into
the sky
grabbing those rebounds from up high
keeping the other teams height to nigh.
then there's 'the oak' - try and knock
him down
ain't gonna knock him down
that baum.
they have a radar called the 'schif'
who, whenever the score is amis,
shoots his bombs thru the hoop without
a mif.
when the fires flicker and the team
gets cold
send in the "stoke(r)s' to stop the fold
with his playAnaking and bombing goals.
there is a center who's name is 'pitt'
who in every game for 20 points will hit
and have the opposition in a fit.
'lefty' who direkts the team,
like a train letting off steam
keeps them on- the scoring beam.
they have a player who's name is
'dutch'.
the opposition tries but can't budge
him much
under the boards that 'dutch'.
whenever the starters need a rest
the coach puts in almost the best
in 'irish', a scoring and defensive
pest.
the only junior on their team
is backcourtman 'davie b'
who shoots a basket high and mean.
last but not least is 'teddy epp'
who gives the team go and pep
and keeps the opposition out of step.
This ends a poem
On a team that'll show 'em.
Because of conditions beyond my control, my regular
Column will not appear this week and the above poem
bY R. A. Frost has been appropriately substituted.

The home court proved little advantage to the Stony Brook Warriors in their
recent three game home stand, as R.P.I., Newark-Rutgers and N.Y.I.T., all handed
the Warriors discouraging setbacks.
ecompletey dominated
-^ Renssalaers
the boards with their height en route to their
68
win. The Warriors were only trailing by
seven with four minutes left in the half. But the

The height disadvantage still plagued Stony
Brook in their next encounter, Newark-Rutgers.
Schiffer Shines
Jack Mandel and Dave Schiffer dominated
the first half of play for the V7arriors. Down
23-12 with 10:28 left, Stony Brook battled back to
a 3232 deadlock. Billy Stokes sank two free
throws with 32 seconds left, and the Warriors
walked off the court at halftime on the short
end, 38 34.

Jeff Kagel, 6'1"

Wrestlers End

jumps against 6'7"

Season

The Stony Brook wrestling team
finished out its first year of intercollegiate

play with a 20-20 tie

against H o f et r a Uniersity
freshmen, Wednesday, February
16. Prior to this match, the team
lost an away match to Oneonta,
37-0. This brings the team's season record to 1-2-1. Scouring summaries for the Hofstra match are:
123-Esposito won by forfeit
130 - Perks won by pin
137 - Marchiel lost by pin
145 - Kipdus won by forfeit
152-both forfeited
160 -Goodstein .won by forfeit
177 - forfeit
167 - forfeit
Unl.- Lamb lost by pin.

58-28 In-Forth- Swim Meet
the loss of these two events gave
Qteens a 30-13 edge. Jim Welling
copped a first in the iw0yd. freestyle giving Stony Brook five
more points. Kenny Peters placed
third in the backstroke and the
score stood at- 42-19.

R.P.I. continued its hot streak in the-opening
minutes of the second half by racking up a
twenty point lead, 55-35, with' 11:35 remaining in
the game. The Engineers utilized the pick and
their height to good advantage later on as they
put out the Warrior's late surge.
Jack Mandel and R.P.I.'s Kelliker led all
scorers with 22 points each.

Queens College Downs Warriors
by Fred Lisbey

Engineers found the Warrior's zone weakness and
passed around them for a 325 halftime lead.

200Wyd. breaststroke. Our 400yd.
Facing a strong Queens College
medley relay team of Pulver,
team atfer a three week intersesPeters, Epstein and Robertson
xioon layoff, Stony Brook's swimclocked a 4:01.3 for the record.
inng Warriors chalked up another
Finally, Arnold Pulver clocked a
im the loss column, 5828. Again,
2:42.7
for the mark in the 20-yd.
lack of depth was an important
individual
medley, and Jim Wellfactor in the loss.
Co-captain John Robertson won
ing
-swam
a 56.5 in the IW0yd.
the 500-yd. freestyle and 'Rocky'
Tle lack of depth was made apw Cohen took a third in the same freestyie.
parent in the first race, the 400 event giving the Wa
yis
six
yd. individual medley, when Stony more points. Jim Wdling's second
Although Stony Brook was deBrook started off losing by seven
in the 200-yd. breaststrohe gave feated, the meet was encouragpoints. Jim Welling and John us the last of our 28points, and
ing in many ways. We did break
Robertson quickly made up the with Queens winning the close
five school swinming records
deficit by taking two firsts in the freestyle relay the final score was
which
shows an improvement in
200 and 50yd. freestyle, respect582.
fwely. In the next event, the 5S
the times. Secondly, we did better
yd. festyle*. P l Epstein took a
Fi-Ree
M
s
Bitw
than Brooklyn
against Qu
hird bringing the Warriors with.
Five school swimnmg- records College, which had defeated us
in thre points of Queens.
were notched into the record book
earlier in the season. Four meets
during the Queens meet. Kenny
Arnold PWlVer and Paul Epstein
Peters swam a record 2:52.6 in the remain, including tie A. A. L.
atd
tirds in the individual
t. C. champhips, aM the
200-yd. backstroke while Jin
Welling notched a 2:55 for the signs are encouraging for a win.
,medly and 2yd.
butterfly, but

Bailey.

Though completely outclassed by their op.
ponent, Stony Brook was able to keep up with
Newark until the middle of the final half. Schiffer, Mandel and Eppstein had kept the Warriors m contention with the score tied 49-49 and13.22 raining, but Rutgers outlasted the tiring
Warriors in the closing minutes to salvage an
861 lin, no true indication of the game's play.

Outclassed was not the word
for the New York Tech-Stony
Brook game. Warm-ups would
have physched out any opponent.
The crowd marveled at seven
s _ccessive undks
nstrated by
Tech's midget beam. But to the
surprise of the crowded gym, NY
Tech had to come from behind in
the closing minutes of the game
to pull out a scrappy 76-65 victory.
Tech Surprised
The Warriors proved to the dismay of N.Y.I.T. that they would
have to fight for their win. First
Tech tried an opening minute fullcourt press. Stony Brook shook
this aside and trailed onjy 19-13.
The, Warriors then proceeded to
outhustle the Tech press and
climb closer, 21-19. Ted Eppenstein added four points and Schiffer two and before long Tech
wondered what had happened.
They were now trailing 28-24 with
five minutes left.

Tech's most ch(j)eered player,
Holzman. wrapped it up from
here on. He converted two threepoint plays in two minutes as
Stony Brook remained- scoreless.
With the score at 70-62 in favor
of Tech and only 2:40 left, N. Y.
I. T. started a freeze. The clock
was the deciding factor now. The
Warriors tried desperately to start
a late uprising but tife ran out,
and Tech managed to sneak off
with a 76-i5 win.
There was no individual standout in this game. This time the
entire Warrior team exhibited
enough poise and experience to
give their fans one of its greatest
thrills all season. Dave Schiffer
and Ted Eppenstein were the top
Warrior scorers, each with 21.

Dave Schiffer sank a; jumper
with 20 seconds to go which gave
the Warriors a well-deserved 3433 advantage.
By the half, Eppenstein had
collected 10 points and Schiffer, 9.

Another bright spot In this half
was the low number of fouls the
Warriors committed, five.
Height Hurts
The Warriors, aided by Schiffer
and Eppenstein, forged out in
front 46-41 at 14:53. This times
our zone defense was effective in
boxing out. the giraffe-stocked
Tech team. With ten minutes re.
maining in the game, Tech resorted to all-out effort, but Schiffer's sharp eye was on as he added four more making it w5aln at
ic
7:30. At this tme some
Tech fan had to be escorted from
the playing area due to unneces-

sary protesting. Jeff
1 tied
the game at 60 a piece, but fouled
out with five minutes remaining.

Ted Eppenstein bombs for another
two points as Jeff Kagdl, 32,
watches. Ted
weored and
.12 Jeff
8 againAs Newa-Rrtges.
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Commuter Board Chartered Resear.h Akolos

Due Board will attempt to enrich tme social and academic life
of the commuting student It will
attempt to provide something with
which he can identify, and upon
which he can rely.
The Commuter Board will sponsor dances and teams, as
mail-boxes, serve as liabon with
S&GA <the food
viee) ando
i
et
as an i
part of the Colleg
Pin. Mr. D. Berg, whose ofMwl
vyiaibe
fice Ii in the

Saturday, October 15, the Commuter Board will sponsor an eveIng of. SE, or, Soia- Evet
Extraordinary, in G-Cafeteria.
There will be two bands, the Tiffanys and the Spectrum. Tickets
will be available in the Gymnasum ticket office.
.

SAGA Weigss

At the September 26th meeting
of the Executive Committee, Moderator Marty Dorio appointed Ira
Kalinsky, Junior Class President,
and two freshmen, Steve Pilnick
and Al Shapiro, to the newly-ap.
pointed- Liquor Sub-committee for
the investigation of the possible
introduction of .lcoholic beverages
at Stony Brook.

Apply For Draft Test
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Whether or not you have written for the STATESMAN before, you
can be helpful in putting out future issues. Increase in campus activities leaves the STATESMAN understaffed.
nf
V&

the year will be held on Wednesday, October 12, at 7:00 P.M. in
the STAIESMAN office. All up.
perassnm clding non-staff
members, are invited to attend.
All Freshmen, especially those
who have worked on newspapers
before, are welcome.
People who enjoy writing may
find that they can both express
themselves and inform the student
-Ikthna0h tha
twwv
WUUry 1UUgUy

There will be a
ng f
the STATESMAN staff Wedmesday, Ocober 12, at 7:69 in
the baheme_ of South Hall
offie. AMl
in the at
mebers m t attemd
staff
The meeting is open to the enfor any
tir st
t bo*y.
reaso you would like to but
c
attc
pleaseI
Mariys Glazer at 57.
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the course of ictio to be folFollowing instructions in the lowed. He pointed out that the
1
omittee dwulsholm t-r,
BulletinK the student should filt
out his application and mail it im- goals as yet, but rather, concern
mediately in the envelope pro itself with the investigation and
si of their
findings as
vided to SELECTIVE SERVICE thessi
EXAMINING SECTION, Educa- soon as possible. Dean Tlley oftional Testing Service, P. 0. Box fered secretarial support in the
The
988, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. procedure of comm cats.
Appications for the test must be target date for the committee's
postmarked no later than mid- first draft was set at Than sgiving. night, October 21, 1966.
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Student Opinion Statesman Recruits Staff
This year a new format will be
used to conduct one part of Saga's
66 67 Survey Program on Oct.
lith-Oct. 20th, report food service
managers, Ben Citrin and Chuck
Kutner. The purpose of this survey is to gather accurate student
opinion on such aspects of the
food service program as quality
of service, cleanliness of tables,
and other items of interest expressed by students concerning
their food service program. The
categories used in this year's format were suggested by students
in a preliminary survey conducted
earlier this year at other colleges,
and Mr. Citrin and Mr. Kutner
would like to learn from us how
we rate in the areas being surveyed. In addition, other areas
which are of particular interest
to any student can be icrporated into the survey in the spaces
provided on the form. This first
tine only 10% of the boarding
student will be surveyed. Statistics have proved that this sample
will be an accurate measure of
opinion particularly when evaluated with other surveys taken
later in the year.

11, 1966

At the Faculty meeting of May 16, 1966, the following
resolution was passed: "Resolved: that a special committee of the Faculty be appointed by President Toll in
consultation with the present Executive committee on
the Selective Service. That this committee take speedy
initiative in establishing contact with faculty and student
groups, administrative groups, academic bodies such as
AAUP and other appropriate parties inside and outside
the State University to develop a common approach to
Presently, they are acting as a
Applications for the November
to learn the Selective Service on behalf of the academic comee
18 and 19, 1966 adminisl trations of fact-fing c
tile College Qualificatior i Test are as much as possible about the ho- munity and to bring about a thorough reconsideration of
the present Selective Service regulations and procednow available at Selecti v Service pli0aft Os of liquor an

:Fdtt

the Administrations

OCTOBER

Faculty Report on Draft
Submits Various Proposals

Use on Campos

For the first time in Stony Brook's history, the Commuter Board has been recognized as a sub-committee of
the Executive Committee. Its by-laws have been adopted,
and members have been appointed. These are Jack
Guarneri, Chairman, Lloyd B. Abrams, John Bockino,
Pat Schaefer, and Nancy Petersen.
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port for facuydision and
debate at yes-eIdayls Faculty
he committee divided
;
meeting.
itself Wto three groups. Group
one efirmed a trio of existing
procedures:

1)

that university

facilities continue to be made
available for the aministation
of selective service m ats,
2) that at a student's request, the
registrar continue to inform local
draft boards,- of the academic
standing and progress toward a
degree of male students, and 3)
that with a student's autiorization, the registrar will continue
.to furnish grade mranscripts to
local draft boards upon the same
terms that transcripts .are supplied to graduate schools.
Group two recommended one
substantial change in existing
procedure, and the desirability of
still larger changes. The first is
a resolution "'that the University
registrar shall not release a student's class ranking to selective'
service authorities or any other
inquirer, public or private, whether or not in fact such lass standings are compiled for internal administrative purpose. (he com-
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mittee vote on this proposal was

Beyond Conventional Reality .................... 2
Interview: Dr. Timothy Leery
. 3
LSD - A Chemical Perspective ........

study proposals for revising the
to m system in
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. . . . ....
..
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3-2)," and second, " that a special committee be constituted to

7

mize the impact of present selecand to imtive service pre
prove the cademic environment."
This recommnendation is to be
made no later than January 1,

a

1967.
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Continued on Page 4

wider Horizons

Enlarges Program
Wider Horizons, a studeit-run
program for children of low-income families, will begin its series of activities Saturday, October
15. Over twenty SUNY. shoets
have volunteered to serve as tI:r
couselors in the second year of
the program, but more are
needed.
The purpose of the pora is
to expose the children, who range
in age from two to sixteen, to a
way of life different from that in
their neighborhoods. The small
number involved allows a two or
three to one ratio of children to
tutors, and this will -eventually be
improved to one to one.
Field trips will probably be In.
creased this year. On last year's
only trip the children went to the
Bronx Zoo, Central Park, the
Hayden Planetariun and the Muserum of Natural History. Plans
are also being prepared to spend
every fourth Saturday in their
Own communues.
Any students wishing more information should contact Mr.
William Godfrey, Diretor of
Special Projects, in room 67 of
the gymnasium, or watch for
signs announcing meetings.
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STATESMAN: Some peple, with a more biological
and chemical orientation to drugs than you, have
suggested we test LSD in the laboratory and know
its effects fuly before froely giving it qut. For
istance, you have taken LSD 311 times, and it
goQJ4 have phanged you pfhyiologically.

DR. ,LEARY: Absolutely! Anyone who takes LSDshould realmze that we are playing with the most delicate and incmprehensible instrument that we know
aoout - the human nervous system. Nobody knows
oww our neo
*yn
wo
with ... No
we sold
tkeLS unless
=
they reize this. Iey are
playing with big, blue chips. On the other hand, no
government and no professional or scientist has the
'right to say that I can't experiment with my own
nervous sstem as long as. Im fully aware of what
I'm doing. The same thing twlds true to LSD. We don't
know: it may cause cancer; I may turn
inrple
three years; Tmay grow a third ear, I don't know. You
can't predit if you are playing with sothing so
powerful and so minute. It may, change the whole
genetic sstem . . . A countess mber of ISO children
iave been worn now - pothers giving birth to children
viith LSD. Who knows! On the otier hand, we dWt
even know what the pollution of air with gasoine can
do. We don't really know what penicillin does. We
o't taww 4ht ay of the thns tat -we are playg
*ar d with will do to or dy. As long as I.
-lalog is a we s
om -the
I
as to
what the riWks are And grane we take a riskL The
astronauts take a risk when they go up in space. Le

is a risk. Faing in loe is a rik As long as the facts

not

ing LSD because it's a

it's bad to do. As ling as you kow

what the fWtes are nobody has the right to stop you
from,

OTATESMAN:.

.wLS)
..

Do you agree.th

there should be

some sort of experiMeotation, in the laboratory
situation, with LSD?

DR. LEARY: Absolutely! . . . Scientists tell us that
smoking * jtow fiS, =d we atill do it. Just because
we don't let science run our nervous system, doesn't
t aence. We are in favor of
e a
mean t w
more and more ILSD research.
>XTATSX4N: Yo"'ve #id that LSD doesn't actnder the drug a.person's
*mally change anything rervw the same.
-behavioralpattes

;-DR. LEARY: I think ha what I've tried to say
'4hat LS doesn't
y
Yow
t dg tere.
h's
rly
It's like a microscope; you see what was
visible. Now, you Can be very chnged by
g
through a microscope.
.TATESMAN: Then, experiences with LSD can't
release, in terms of the sexual area, an energy that
doesn't exist in the person already. The sexual drive

-a not

- -*
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of millions of chemical processes are exuding from all
over, for instance, my body, and you are picking them
up. And you have been trained to dull them. We know
exactly where we're all at, but we have tq deny them
. . . All sorts of light rays are bouncing off of my
face and in your eye, and there are terrible neurological implications that may happen between the two of
us. One of which are these fine symbols. And here we
don't deregate symbols; we have to have symbols.
l But we are finding out that our culture is addicted to
symbols and has turned off most of its other methods
of communication.

The followigg is an interview the STATESMAN
conducted wih Dr. Leary before last Wednesday's
lecture.

"a, or bea

-

Alln jView with Timothy Leary

v

a.e dear that -u're

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
--------

^----------------.-

in any wvay artifically stimunated by LSD.

T..
bis sounds like a PLAYBOY
DR. LEARY: Yes .
I dictated to PLAYBOY two hundred
iuterview ...
pages, of which about one page was about sex. Then,
for the two months thereafter, PLAYBOY kept calling
'two, three, four times a day, asking questions about
the sexual implications of LSD. When the article came
out the emphasis was on sex, which we expect from
PLAYBOY. I'm sure if I was interviewed by SPORTS
'ILLUSTRATED it would be LSD and how Casey
Stengel would have been a better manager . . . It is
very easy to be misquoted when you talA about something that's as important to all of us, and as anxiety
producing to our culture, as sex. I think that the adult
n ePeriees one .thousandth of his possible
jypoati sensory sexual possibilities.
STATE&SUJAN: ft the PLAYBOY interview you
*said, 'Nothing oxiots except the chemistry of your

STATESMAN: If LSD is to get us beyond the
"conventional symbol games" our culture is addicted to, what affect is this going to have on our
society as we know it today What is our society
going to be like in the future?

DR. TIMOTHY LEARY
own consciousness.' If this is true, how does man
communicate to his fellow man?

DB. LEARY: Many of us are.
d about how well
we do communicate. Sometimes it seems to some of us
that we're all locked in a neurological chesvsgame, experiencpg with other people only what we are ready
to experience. It is a very deep and complicated questidy. About your original quote, 'Nothing exists except
the chemistry
your own consconess.' Consciousness is a biemical process, This is a terribly emtbarrasing fact for the intellectual and the academic
person. And for the average American, for that matter,
to accept that consciousness is a biochemical process.
We have been told this for a thousand years by Eastern
philosopher^ .and foe a Jfeay hndred Ayear= by soe -of
.
ing can exist unless
the best Westn p i
you register through
rvous system. By the
time any of Atha hits your sense organs, All sowrts of
,;scytening
nya
tfkes place there. A very small
fraction of wbat you see through your eye gets to your
brain. It is WxeAdy
b
a dead, static dimension. Then it
goes through a series of nerve endings, so that by the
time that it jts your forebrain, where you decide what
it is, it has already gone though circles like television
program circuiting. So, in a sense, everything that we
sense is dew. It has been past and happening, way,
way out there, light years ago. Now, among the things
that you sense - the sound of your own voice, the
sound of other people's voices - we don't say that
nothing exists. We are not in a situation where we can
customarily expound on such issues and expound such
that we stick to idealism^
STATE3SMAM: Then man can only communicate
iSy #go4 beyond "conventional reality" into the
four other levels of consciousness you have said

Ed. note
Dr. ;Leary at this time, has deD
fined five Wevels of consc;iosess. Tke lIt
level of codscioses is sleep or stupor. The
scond level is the conventionwl uwaking swe,,
where awmess is lind
to symbols. Most
people regard this level as reality. Third, is
the sensory lgvel, wkich .*W1bols turn off.
Fourth, is the ceUuar level. At this level the
person usiNi LSD becomes aware of His body's

cellula patterns, invisible to; the eye and to
his normal consciousness. At the fifthk or precellular level, the person becomes aware of the
pulsating energy of his body. He feels his body
is just a "dance of particles".
DR. LEARY: We don't say that there are five levelsthere are an epdless number of levels of eneg, -and
consciousness is energy converted by sueture. We Way
that it is convenient at this primitive stage in our
psychology for the average person to think of ive levels
Communication exists at all these
of consciouse.
levels. There are so many messages that your nerve
system is picking up from me that it would just exhaust us if we thought about them. You don't know it, but
you're smeling me right now. Hundreds of thousands

DR. LEARY: There is going to be a tremendous im.
pact on society. We are all being involved in a chemical molecular revolution. We depend on chemicalseverything in this room, the clothes you're wearing. ..
- a these are being made possible by modem chema
istry. And it seems inevitable, naturally to us, that we
use this knowledge of chemistry to accelerate, expand
and to get better control of our nervous systems, shocking and terrible as thAt may seem. Now, when we
start doing this, it. is going to bring about the most
dramatic change that has occurred in man's history,
in the physical and
as 9! the indudtriral rlins
engineering sciences have .sim ly made things move .
ey have
faster. Thew have increased Wie powers
.for^^a
r
q
increased our use of£ ybe a
stalnce, improve our symbol manulation. They .can
nd times faster tha the;
speed symbols throug a t
eye can. And this cheal revolution is going to
of Im ; our, ,
change-us where we are at; oonept
concept of man in relationship to woman; our concept
of man in relationship to nature. Whenever anybody
asks me about the future I am very guarded and dei .
fensive because we have a pretty good idea of what is )
going to happen Id thfrfe. And on-*he teh aud,
we know not to get too far out. Seventy years ago if I
came to a group of this sort, before you knew about
automobiles, and I said, "You know the gas engine is
going to cfpetely change the fabric and the structure of American society." Whew! . . . And you would
say, "Thre are no roads, no bridges, where would I
get the gasoline .... "
STATESMAN: Could you be more specific. Youve
spoken of a creative use of leisure time, a possible
LSD industry.
DR. LEARY: My predictions for the future? Inevitably,
to- realize that the whe thing is inside.
an is g
Thee is (?g to tue nod less attention paid to the
symbols and tlhe social structure It is going to be completely different from now. The social strqucre will
improve when man realizes the wSole thing is inside.
He'll be less concerned with color, and the political and
personality games we play now. And there are four
places where you can see ths coming And thjs is the
trategy that we worked out about five years ago.
Number one, we
ectoursves to artists, because
-the first group that's going to accept so ng like
this is the artist The first thing that you are going to
-chaneis your art. You are already aging your
eatre, yoyour
A yowr, dance, your visual arts and
so forth. The next thing that you're going to change
is your family life. The relation between man and
woman is going to cheise dramatically ... We are
going to chge the depthl and
;MPgof the malefemale relationship - between parents and children.
All of my friends tke LSD with their children. All of
my friends smoke marijuana with their children. This
has an incrediably powerful
fr family life.
foeaning
Thirdly, we ae.going to change your educational sys*em. Fpurthly, we are going to change your politics.
Then when we do tiat, we can really get to work to
change the most crucial
ing
ama's relationship to
the other levye of life around him. We are
olutely
fouling and polluting and destroying this planet. That
can't be done . .. In ten, fifteen, or twenty years, half
of Congress will be smoking pot and using l
with
their kdds.-
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LSD - A CHEMfCAL PERSPECTIVE
EIUSON

RfA&
non
"Last night we heard about
themistr from a religous viewpoint; tonight we will hear chem.
Istry from a chemical viewpoint",
beggn Dt. Robert Boikess in a leetuft held the day after Timothy
Leary spoke on "The Molecular
Revolution."
AccorUting to Dr. Boikess, halS
lucinogens are those drugs which
cause a religious experience. Yet
this covers a wide range of expix,enee. If the definition were refined
to mean a drug causing a "visual
abberation", the meaning would
still remain obstcure. TIbs, chemfists have discarded t6 term "halluchogens" armd replaced it by the
official word, "psycho
{if
'
- which refers to the property of a
chemical to mimic aspects of mental fflneks, cMWp YMf6ts. HO*evbr, dhr& rOest*cher§ rject-ed
thd term p- &dhi6timeEf, since
;he<fa t ttes# drugs HSo enrich thW ind and the sses.

ploy psychotoetic drgs. in
. dindfig
d r
tfeir cust6
of the Southwestern United States
chew "mescal buttons" from a cac-:,
tus platet, believing these buttns
conta divine messages. -The synthetic chemical of this natural
plant derivative is mescaline.
These buttonS have been tried by
various intllectuals, among them
William' James and Aldous Huxley. The drug spurted Huxley to
n He
wrtt tw6-books: .d
md HeMo and Laws of Perepion;
*hKeas, Wiliasm Jamts only reported a stomach ache,
tr td
h in
speeies of m i
It irs
have rm ~outs e6ees:
believed (dat at ttte roBtiod of
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Editorials:
A letter to the editor this week suggests that school
has become a continual grind of taking course after
course with the single intent of maintaining a certain
cum without concern for knowledge, if any, to be
gained. This attitude leads us to a discussion of a new
type of grading system: Pass-Fail.
A number of prominent universities have, instituted
this program. Juniors at Lehigh, for example, are permitted to take up to four courses to be graded on this
basis. A passing grade applies to a student's graduation
requirements, but is not used in the computation of his
cumulative average; a failing grade is computed in the
normal manner, but, again, without affecting. the cum.
Courses taken on this basis would be outside a student's
major field, and not chosen to complete any specific requirements.
A program similar to that here would encourage students to take- courses in fields about which they are interested but unfamiliar. They would not have to fear
lowering their cums, and would thus be relieved of grade
pressures. The whole atmosphere is changed when a student pursues knowledge purely for his own pleasure,
without a grade to face at the end of the semester.
A program like this enhances the university by
allowing. students to become more rounded intellectually,
while not hurting their grades. It also discourages the
selective service from establishing a specific cum for
a student based on the total courses taken, since some
courses would not be taken for grades.
We urge the formation of a joint faculty-studient committee, possibly under the auspices of the Committee onAcademic Standing, to study further the possibilities of
Smplementing such a system for this university.
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We, as Stony Brook students, look hopefully to the
future of our University. Upon graduating and leaving
this school, we will be able to look back with pride. For
the moment, we will be satisfied iust to look - and see
where we are going!

MARILYN GLAZER - Editor-in-Chief
0BB PUGSLEY -Acfing Managing Editor
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To the Editor:
in the Seatesmaditorial on the tood service
is this statement: "the prospects are prmising."
Indeed they are. We can only look up from
where we are.
*

To the Editor:
ratrace of
;Has learning become a vicious
timeless torture and of continuous cramming?
Can there be any joy left in discovery when one
feels guilty of "wasting" time conversing with a
good friend because his studies are left unfinished, and when, paradoxically, one rbight learn
infinitely more by conversation and thought? Is
this "game" of education played by roving eyes
on examsby giving the professor just what he
wants, or by forcing half-losed eyes to gaze
wearily upon a white sheet of paper with its
little black chicken-scratchings?
Now, I'm no novice at this game; I'm a senior
in my fourth year here at -Stony Brook. After
being both self- and outside-pressured through
three years of cramming for exams, worrying
adnts,
i
being rewarded with
about
mredocre grades for my meager efforts, the joy
g is gone. But then a rebirth, a renof le
(after some
aissance of hope - a fine sde
bic
n), great courses (on the whole) - ingrdets f happess, selfatsactio and a
warm feeling of joy. Btt, withn hee weeks,
deluged and swamped byr idotically expasive
aBssigments and re-mystified by vague sugges-tins of where ta fMed outside reading
als
(with Mle or no help from toxse who should
knw) the obxios grad has been rekindled.
Tlif
orass and abyss of self-mie h been
- . enteredsc more
*
-,_
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But we are a counity of -ILars Iand
1 tryt
gicay fid solligs
scholars
Tim lAry has one (?). IX has (?) ome. God
'()
has one. So do may e
tpseudo"
intellcals, But when a s
ey sying.
endeavor, the quest for knowledge and self-u,dM.OWadD
beiome edosting and torftuous, there is -no longer any eward (otside bf
the pitifully mateialitic); there is no longer
any joy. What is meant to be the important
search for the essence of life, turns into the tnfortuate discovery of
gn
Yours truly,
Mighty Casey,
a shike-out victim.

AN INTELLECTUAL LOOK
To the Editor:
The first copy of the STATESMAN, which
came out hiMs week, was, to put it mildly, a
poor example of a newspaper. I realize that this
is a new type of layout, but it makes the paper
look cheap. In the past the STATESMAN has
taken the form of an intellectual looking paper
but, now it has become like one well known New
York City newspaper, with wide columns, and
easy reading for the poorly educated. We here
at Stony Brook want an intellectual looking paper
which reflects and fits into our campus picture.
R. S.

LSD BRAIN DAMAGE

previous

LOOK UP IN A-GE

LEARNING: A RAT RACE?

-A

As menbers of a g
Uwing
University Community,
we' understand that in order to realize Stony Brook's
future goals it is reentry necessary to endure minor
discnforts. Certan obles are mnvitable. We do
believe, however, that,-from time to time,, we are forced
to suffer hardships which could easily be avoided.
One particularly hazardous problem is in the Gym2iasium parking lot, which has been without lights several times this past week. Because the Gymnasium is
frequently used for evening concerts, athletic events and
lectures, the parking area is often crowded. with cars and
pedestrians. In daylight-hours, this situation, is at best,
cult, but at night without fighting it -is particularly
dangerous. It is fortunate that no accidents have occurred so far. If the situation persists we may not be as
fortunate.
No matter what the cause, this condition is obviously
due to an administrative oversight. If the lack of lighting facilities is a result of construction then we suggest
some method of emergency power, especially on evenings
when activities ,are planned.- If it is due to mere carelessness or forgetfulness, we urge that immediate measures be taken for correction.

11, -196

Letters to the Editor

A PASS=FAK GRADING -SYSTEM
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Is the administration going to wait until soneone is killed before s
ig
is done about the
vehicular traffic vs. pedestrian traffic situation
on the Library to JN fhtpathuqerhighway? The
10 mph signs are less than a farce, and they
don't approach a solutionm
What is being done to protect the girls m the
garden apartments? They are m a very vulnerable situation, and I don't mean vulnerable to
the guys at the garden arts.
One final word

Unless I put my eyes on backwards it seems
that the new gatehose is on the wrong side of
the road. The new map sows it on the other
side, the side from which the campus registration stickers could be seen as a ear enters.
Thank you. Now I feel better.
*B.

Shaptan

*

AS'ASSOCATE EOR
E r!I Care
Csh
Associate Ed&,r

m
t_ e position
S(f ula SuiLlD aunced

last week. S&e win act asa tat-too b Editor,
and a
ia
4
other of the 'yearboo's
departments
.
.
.

Forig

Relation

Chbl

The upcoming Foreign Service Exam will be
thetpic of discussion at the fust meeting of the

Foreign
12, at 9
students
nxeting

Reans Club, on Wednesday, October
o'clock. The exam wil be explained by
interested in the Foreign Service, this
will be of prmary concernh

Also on the agenda are a discussion of topics
for consideration this year and the election of
officers.
- -K -s

-

-

-

-
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FRANK O'CONNOR
TOlMORROW (Wed)
GYMNASIUM

Faculty Drak Proposal

Recently some LSD researchers warned us
Continued from Page 1
that the use of this drug might lead topeTm- power needs entirely with volunteers; 3) that
anent brain damage. After hearing Mr. Leary's during such a transition to a volunteer systemb
talk, I am convinced that they are right.
the President and Congress i
tesuch imHans J. xugler
provements as lotteries or
o£
national
guard and reserve units; and 4) that the President be urged to expand
ii
for civ
ilMan national service and to
e serous consideration to the question W
r oMnot aIIor
certain forms of civilian service might just
exemption from obligatory
service.

PRE"LAW SOCIETY
MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 9 PAL
OCT. 12, HUMe 240

All the above are onp
and wil be
dicusse extensively by the facuty at
quent
meetings. None of the resoluns has been acted
upon as yet, and it is possible that no action at
all will be taken on the report.
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AVANT-GUARDE at NEWPORT
The folouwing is the first of a two part installment. It is directed at giving afn isight into
the, happenings on the jazz scene during the past sum"e'. The important implications of the
current trends in contemporary music, especially in jagz, affirm the fact that musicians are creating a new configuration of their art. This configuration is developing a new sensitivity and a
new sophistication which is distinctly its own.

Goe

July 2 at the Newport Jazz Festival was the place to be for some good sampling
of the latest developments in contemporary jazz. The hot weather was hardly ideal
for either playing or listening, but the richness of the experience was well worth it.
The Festival attracted many serious jazz lovers, anxious to see the newest and most
experimental creations in modern jazz.

DISCOTHEQUE-

The Jazz Crusaders began the afternoon with a not very inspiring reeording session for Pacific Jazz. They,,merged very nicely into an easy groove for which the 'West
Coast School' is noted. The act was marred however by the obvious fact that the performance was a recording session. There were, on the other hand, some fine solos by
bassist Leroy Vinneg, -formerly with Les McCann, and also one by Wilt Felder on tenor
saxophone who, incidentally, wrote most of the tunes for this release. The highlight of
the session was a beautifully coherent solo by trombonist Wayne Henderson on his
own FrsIdom Song. The performances turned out to be fairly good work but The Cru'
saders still relied upon the impact of that same-old-West Coast sound.

- ll

10 minutes fro amp
A -^

(on route 25-A next to Coac House)

Bill Dixon's group followed accopanied by a dancer. The overall effect -of the
attempt was disappointing. The group was oriented mostly around collective improvisation which was poorly executed. Sonny. Murray on drums, Ken McIntyre and- Sam
Rivers on reeds, and Bill Cunningham on bass who comprise the rest of the group. are
bastions of the extremely controversial ideologically based musical forms coming out
of the lower Eastside. The thirty-five miute selection could accurately be described
as an endurance -test for the audience. Judith Dumn's ing,a
puZZig addition
to It
w
are
MorWoimpressive nausea.
She employed unconvincing Greenwich Villagenlike techniques that further detticteddfrom a very
degrading performance.
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, 'Don'sgroup from start to finisk- were o0 a tbd side, but Charle» oyd
followed with a fine performance which more than made- up for the ground lost by
Dixon. Charles has the best sideman piit
jazz, young Keith Jarred; thei fne;
bassist Cecil McBee; and an excellent complement for the group, dnrimer Jack
De Johnette. The group shot through a couple of standard sounding pieces and in- ,
flated them with the richness of their mature avant-guarde sound. Lloyd is a fine
musician. He incorporated the techniques he perfected during the time he worked
with B. B. King with some very bold ideas in the avant-guarde spirit and he created
a fusion that is outstanding. The group handled Lloyd's Autumn Leaves like poetry
set to the language of music. Charles put on a surprising visual show, while playing
the flute, he unconsciously broke into gyrations and dancing. Keith Jarrett, after
displaying a combination of Bud Powell's intensity and Cecil Taylor's avant-guardist vocabulary (elevating both segments to a high academic pitch), stood up from the
piano, lifted up the top and began to play the strings of the instrument as a harp!
Me Bee and De Johnette provided a strong core throughout.
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Featuring The

Horace Silver and his quintet followed Lloyd's performance which was unfortunate. Silver is one of the most original hard bop pianists. He had, a lot to offer but
it did not approach the high plane Charles Lloyd and his group had established before him. Mr. Silver played two selections from his Cape Verdean Blues album. Here
he showed he was still king of Blue-Note (a label having its own kind of soul). He had
the occasion to show off his new tenor sax player, Tyrone Washington in African
Queen. His sound is big and mysterious. There was good drumming by. Roger Humphries on Nutville which was fine performing but anti-climactic.

TROtLS
SPECIAL FEATURES COMING

John Coltrane and his quartet made their long awaited entry after Horace
Silver. Jimmy Garrison started off with an eight minute unaccompanied solo in which
turned out to be a statement with profundity and drive. He-worked from a wide and
rich range of techniques- to create the mood he wanted. Pizzicato, the bassist, was
bowing and hitting his strings with the bow (he first appeared-on Ole, oltrane) over
the bridge and under the bridge. The performance was great. After the solos the remainder of the group entered. The leader on soprano, Farrel Saunders on tenor and
assorted others: Alice Coltrane on Piano and Rasheid Ali on drums (this man I will
assure you has been no further east than Ave. D). The first selection was My Favorite Things on which John sored. His wife played rather incoherently but it seemed
as if she drew every bit of the beauty and love out of her genius husband. Rasheid
Ale can't hold a candle to Ringo Starr. Pharoah Saunders has an abundance of the
comidity hate; his hate and destruction pierce the ears-of all his listeners. There
were times when it seemed as if he didn't-even touch the keys of his horn. After this
selection, they played a few good blues. The selections turned out to be a -broad
sampling of John Coltrane's work up to the present

TWO HALF-PRICE NITES

FOLK NITE
JAZZ NITE
and

heda Sport Day
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AUTOSPORT-|
FFRED IFSHEY

Dear Dad (and other sports car or unsafe types),
It has been a long hard grind for both of us, but you
finally broke down and agreed to furnish me with transportation a little more advanced than a three speed
wchwinn.
The obvious question now is - What? It looks like
another long, hard grind. You maintain that all small
cars, especially sports cars, are unsafe. Your arguments
are two-fold: first, that in a collision with another car,
or any other similiarly non-resilient object, a small car
will come out with the fuzzy end of the lollipop. Secondly,
you feel that a sports car is more likely to get into an
accident, because you feel that many people who drive
cannot see them in their rear-view mirror.
I cannot completely refute your first objection. In
a collision with a bigger car most small cars will re6eive the big dents. This is only generally true, however.
Some, (significantly, Mercedes Benz and Rover) will
be much safer than a heavy car in an accident, because
hey are specifically designed for safet. The American
Automotive Industry, while not as negligent as Ralph
Nader would like to think, nonetheless has not come
close to this level of safety engineering.

-

Tradition on Campus: Varsity Club founded
School traditions mature by aging. But, first, its initiators must be

there. This initiation is now present at Stony Brook.
Combining the ingredients of persistence and teamwork, Stony Brook's lettermen, under the guidance of Coach Herb Brown, have organized the school's first
varsity club, a step towards a missing tradition. "We're primarily a service okganization," commented newly elected president Mike Molloy. "This [varsity club] wax
something the school has been lacking . . . a host for the guests and the visiting
teams.'
Besides enriching the universities' athletic program, the varsity
club is trying, "to build a broader
individual." It's memltrship pre3ently stands at forty-three, encompassing the lettermen from
soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis, track, and the remaining
varsity sports.

;
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Thee are other factors for you to consider. Repairs
could be expensive. But there are also comnpensations.
FPor instance - I wouldn't be around the house to bother
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Barber Shop I wifh or without wpo -Rtm
Beauty Salon Stoi

SETAUKET
BIYCLE SHOP
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BIEAUTY & BARBE
aSHOP'S

Officers Elected
Recently elected officers include
Dresident Mike Molloy, '68; Vicepresident Dennis Kampe, '67;
Treasurer, Rick Sklar, 'Go; and
Secretary "Gino" Weiberg, '67.

I
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OffH AND PEuES

The university s confted
with a growing student body and
a flourishing interest for the athletic program. And so, the club's
functioning wil be a service welcomed by both the students and
is
that
premise
first
your
to
But my main objection
you are considering the situation in a vacuum. One can the university in solving many
.
always find the answer he seeks by neglecting all con- forthcnming prol

&aer infonition. What I am referring tohere is youir
second statement that sports cars are more likely t htoe
As Likes, me as Lag just
t.
get into aii A
Oposite of the truth
When you think of a sports car you think of smali.
When I thin- of a spwrts car, I tik
of eg
and
adopted or
design advances which Detroit has eitheriot
1ms just recently (in the past one or two years) picked
up. Things like independent suspension, disc brakes and
quicker steering ratios, spell, to the initiated eye, safety.
Independent suspension (and other foreign suspension
tlhniques) and quicker steering result in much safer
handling. Disc brakes mean shorter stopping distances
and a marked decrease in the incidence of brake fade.
These in turn, mean a chance you would never have in
many bigger cars to avoid an accident. Indeed, the sports
car's very smallness is a safety factor. IRs low center
of gravity means less of a chance of spinning out or turning over during a sharp turn. In addition, I would hate
to think of the small clearance I've had between cars on
a narrow two-way street. Accident prevention is at least
as important as what happens afterwards.
W~e've been over this many times, and the compromise you've offered is at the least, very fair. But I still
can't pccept the idea of your carrying aroundl this misconception.
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Meet Sees Harriers Win 25-32

-First- 'ome'

All the Harriers home meets are run on a
five mile course situated in- the woods south of
the school. The starting and finishing point of
the race is the 'big rock' on Nicoll Road.

members were not able to participate. Even
though this dampened the cmpetitive spirit of
the Harriers, they ran and won 25-32. Again,
Ray Gutoski failed to take first place. He ran
second with a fast time of 28:48. Al Vander.
maas of Adelphi edged him out by 27 seconds.
Dave Riccobone finished third with a clocking
of 29:51, Bill Azzinaro ran fifth in 30:40. The re.
making three Stony Brook runners, John Jones,
Owen Wister and Rolf Fuessler finished seventh
eighth and ninth respectively.

In their first meet at Van Cortland Park, the
Harriers ran against Marist, Brooklyn, and St.
Francis Colleges. Scoring the meet as a triple
dual (running against each team separately in
the same race), Stony Brook managed only to
defeat St. Francis, 2530 and lost to Brooklyn
33-24 and Marist 36-23.

Unffial
HofWra
In this same meet, Hofstra University ran up*
officially against Stony Brook. The result of this
unofficial meet was a 27-27 tie, with the Harriers
gaining the victory because of the fact that Ray
rah first against their team.

in the first home meet ever held on the Stony
B1ook campus, the Harriers defeated Adelphi
Uniesity, 2i32, Wednesday, October 5. This

meet, together with the one the previous Saturday at Van Cortland Park, brings their record
to 2-2.

As things stand right now, the remaining
meets look grim because- of the lack of depth on
the squad. At the Van Cortland meet only five
men ran and finished, with only one more being
added for the home meet. This leaves no place
for inj-ies, classes, or inability to finish. Each
runner must function at his top form for as long
as he possibly can.

Overall, Ray Grutoski finished fourth on the
slow, rain drenched course in 30:28. Manhattan
College transfer Bill A inaro clocked a 32:20 to
finish seventh, overall. Rounding out the finishing five were Dave Riccobono, John Jones and
Rolf Fuessler.
Adelph Comes Shor
for start of Adelphi-Stony
Runners get readyt
Stony Brook went on to win 25-32.

With the first meet behind them, the Harriers
worked hard for the first home meet against
Adelph. So last Tuesday, Adelphi came with
their team - three men. The remaining twelve

Brook five mile race.

The next home meet wil be this Thursday,
October 13 at 4:00 p.m by the big rock on
Nicolls Road.
l

Y :WTUOSKI THE RABBIT
Spotlight: RAT
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Probably the most tboroghly

l

gruelifg sport to cor- etein is

cross country. Unlike
st other
track events where practice is
hard and the race is relatively
easy, cross country races are in
some cases harder than practice,
since there is no time to coast.
One of the hardest obstale s i9
the terrain. Cross country is not
run on a nice flat trackL It is
run anywhere you can find five
miles of running room - pref.
erably running room that has hills
and other hazards.
Sounds pretty tough? It is. Yet,
there is at least one person who
seems to thrive on it - well, maybe not t h r i v e. That person
is Ray GutoskL Although only a
sophomore, Ray has broken every
-

-

- CROSS COUNTRY MEET
BOME
at 4:r PAL
at the Big Beek
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RAY GUTOSKI

school record in sight. In doing
so he has had to overcvew the
handicap of jumping from a 2a
mile race in high school to a 5
mile collegiate race..
Many believe thai. if one team
wins both first Bad second place,
it Is a pretty gbid bet that the
temo will win the meet. If this
is true, Stony Brook should be on
w io another winnig seaits *ay
son - that is, if Ray -Outoski
runs. Last year, in the 15 meets
in which he conpeted, Ray took
11 firsts, 3 seconds and one third.
Besides that, ie was runner up
in the individual conference
championships. Says Coach Snider, "If he isn't number one in
the conference this year/ he certainly will be before he -graduates."
It

's

interestg to speculate
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Are We Starting A Reputation?

l

"If your team didn't beat us the crowd would have."
These words were expressed by. a C. W. Post soccer
player (one of the three who made it) after the scheduled night game opener was OaUelled.
Funny, most schools don't associate Stony Brook
with having spectators at spectator sports. As far as I
can recall, this is the first time that any sport outside of
basketball has drawn a representable crowd. Estimates
Booters Win? 1-0
for that evening's crowd ran anywhere from 400 to 1000.
In the first night soccer game
Maybe this support will disappear as mysteriously
in S. B.'s history, the Warriors as it came. The remaining home games can't boast of
won by forfeit 1-0 when C. W. the glamour of being under the lights to attract the curiPost failed to appear.
ous. Two of the remaining five home games are on weekThis game, in front of 400 spec- day afternoons and must compete with classes and other
tators, brings the team record to activities.
1-0 in league play.
Now, wouldn't it be great if at the remaining three
Saturday home games a huge crowd turned out to cheer
Part Hme girls:
the soccer team on, and start the reputation of fierce
Stony Brook patriotism. Opponents would be afraid to
Field & Hockey Coach needed
venture to the Stony Brook campus to face the Warriors;
gb
t
graes-5
they would be completely demoralized.
MAL thrVteam
The Stony Brook spirit lies dormant somewhere out
2:36 - 4:- P.MA
there in the student body. This spirit did manifest itself
briefly last year at a number of the home basketball
Contact: Harbor Country
games in the form of a 'band'- and the few loyal fans.
Day Sdhool
This year this 'spirit' is- expressing itself rather early for the soccer game. I wonder if this new force will con.
St. James N. Y.
tinue to emerge as the intercollegiate season develops.
It could develop into a lot of fun psyching-out the opposition along with the team.

FAi BASEBALL A PERIOD OF

EARNING

MEN Stony Brook baseball team, under the
direction of Coach Herb Brown, conducted a supplymentary fall seminar from &epteber 26
through October 15. The purpose of the autnunal
exercises was twofold; the first was to see what
ability the frosh crop possessed, second to gain
the experience of learning the hmdamen
aly taught in the sping.
which are

This is the dseeon'.
I
campaign they lost the first four
their initi
games, but then railLied to finish with a 3-5 slate,
an auspicious debut, onsidering their difficult
schedule. This spring there will be an expanded
season and a freshman team with a limited
schedule, dedicated to learning the rudiments of
college
_ .

Vrds Hdelp
Co-captains Steve Salerno, a centerfieder by
trade, and Jim D'Amico, the harditting third
saker, aided Coach Brown in putting the boys
through the paces In the process they saw a
few pisg
emen and a solid crew of veterans.

Spring training will begin in March, at which
time all potential baseball players ill be given
the opportunity to show their skills. However,
those who attended the fall meeting will have the
advantages of the recent basic training and conditioning program.

i
i

JU 8435

why anyone would want to com.
piee t a sprt as d a g as
ople do
Arss-ountry. Some
as
it because they love to run, others
s chalheause of the
em
lenge the sport offers. Either way,
Just watch Ray,
it is hard
or anyone else, during a meet.
They fd't ae it look easy.
It's not. But that's what makes
victory sweet
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